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A B S T R A C T

Some current DEMOnstration Power-plant (DEMO) designs foresee the usage of
liquid lead-lithium (Pb-Li) to breed tritium, which serves as fuel in the ongoing Fusion
concept. The dissolution process of hydrogen isotopes in this material can be character-
ized by the Diffusivity and Sieverts’ Constant coefficients, which respectively describe
the dissolution rates and maximum concentrations achieved. Tritium Extraction Sys-
tem (TES) design faces challenges because there is no agreement in literature on these
coefficients. Two possible sources for this discrepancy are the impact of gas losses
through steel, which make up usual experimental containers, and the measurement
sensitivity of currently available pressure-sensors.

A diffusion model was developed for the Multi-Nozzle Vacuum Sieve Tray experi-
mental setup in the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, used to study one TES concept.
Particularly, it was designed to simulate the pressure-decay in the steel chamber
used for deuterium dissolution in Pb-Li. The model was implemented using Finite
Differences schemes, and novel techniques were developed to determine the Boundary
Conditions for the dissolution process. Validation of these techniques was obtained by
comparing simulated and experimental pressure-decay curves. Main results include
an original method to determine dissolution coefficients for metals and a sensitivity
analysis that states current pressure-sensor technology does not posses the accuracy
for measuring them for Pb-Li.
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S A M E N VAT T I N G

In sommige ontwerpen voor een DEMOnstration Power-plant (DEMO) wordt
vloeibaar lood-lithium (Pb-Li) voorzien als het materiaal voor het broeden van tritium,
wat een brandstof is voor een fusiereactie. Het oplossen van waterstofisotopen in
dit materiaal kan worden gekarakteriseerd door de diffusiviteit en de constante van
Sieverts, welke respectievelijk de oplossingssnelheid en de maximale concentratie
beschrijven. Het ontwerp van Tritium Extractie Systemen (TES) wordt bemoeilijkt
doordat de waarden in de literatuur sterk uiteenlopen. Twee processen die dit zouden
kunnen verklaren zijn de doorlaatbaarheid van staal, waar doorgaans de experimentele
containers van gemaakt zijn, en de nauwkeurigheid van de beschikbare druksensoren.

Ontwikkeld is een diffusiemodel voor het Multi-Nozzle Vacuum Sieve Tray, een ex-
perimentele opstelling in het Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, welke wordt gebruikt
voor onderzoek naar een TES concept. Het is ontworpen voor het simuleren van het
drukverlies in een stalen kamer die wordt gebruikt voor het oplossen van deuterium in
Pb-Li. Het model werd gerealiseerd door middel van een eindige differentiemethode
en nieuwe technieken werden ontwikkeld voor het bepalen van de randvoorwaarden
van het oplossingsproces. Deze technieken werden gevalideerd door ze te vergelijken
met simulaties en experimenten van drukverlies. De belangrijkste resultaten zijn een
originele methode voor het bepalen van de oplossingscoëfficiënten voor metalen
en een gevoeligheidsanalyse welke aangeeft dat huidige druksensortechnologie niet
nauwkeurig genoeg is voor het meten van deze coëfficiënten voor het gebruik met
Pb-Li.
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Do or do not,
there is no try.

— Yoda,
"The Empire Strikes Back" (1980)
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Nuclear Fusion is currently being studied as a possible source of energy. Its de-
velopment faces challenges of scientific and technological nature, and has prompted
intense research around the world. A challenge of high importance is the self-sufficient
production of tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen with two neutrons that serves
as fuel [1].

Tritium is foreseen to be produced in Breeding Blankets (BBs), i.e. complex devices
that surround the Fusion reactor core. These systems have for objective not only
providing the necessary amounts of tritium, but also radiation-shielding and heat-
harvesting. Tritium production will be obtained mostly through reactions with lithium.
This material is so far planned to be stored in the BBs either in liquid state (as a pure
metal or part of an alloy), or in solid state (as part of a ceramic compound) [2].

One of the tasks under leadership of Fusion design research groups is the extraction
of the generated tritium from inside these material breeders. Particularly in the
case of liquid materials, lead-lithium in eutectic proportions (Pb-Li) shows promising
characteristics, such as high thermal conductivity and immunity to lattice damage [3].
For that, it has been selected as one of the leading design choices for future reactors.
Tritium Extraction System (TES) technologies for all types of breeder, however, face
development difficulties that must be addressed before they can be implemented [4].

One difficulty in this ambit is the lack of literature agreement of tritium dissolution-
parameters in Pb-Li, such as the Diffusivity and, most notably, Solubility. The latter,
most commonly known as the Sieverts’ Constant, determines how much of a gas can be
dissolved at a given temperature in a metallic compound. This literature discrepancy
leads to uncertainties in design procedures for many reactor systems, from the Tritium
Extraction Systems to the Breeding Blanket itself. This topic is therefore considered of
imperative importance for Research and Development (R&D) [5].

Particularly to the design of TESs, tritium dissolved amounts are needed to determine
a tritium extraction efficiency. This engineering parameter is crucial because it impacts
the Tritium Breeding Ratio (TBR) and start-up tritium inventory design requirements,
which can alone determine the feasibility of a power-plant [6]. Thus, research in
every liquid-breeder TES-concept, e.g. Regenerable Getter Beds (RGB), Gas-Liquid
Contactor (GLC), Permeator Against Vacuum (PAV), Vacuum Sieve Tray (VST), among
others [7–10], would benefit from the determination of a Sieverts’ Constant for tritium.

Different causes have been proposed for the uncertainty in the Sieverts’ Constants for
hydrogen isotopes’ dissolution in Pb-Li, ranging from technical to experimental aspects.
From the technical perspective, current pressure-sensor technology might not have
the necessary accuracy to increase the precision of Sieverts’ Constant measurements.
From the experimental perspective, complexity of the dissolution process encourages
neglecting losses through the steel that usually serve as containers for measurements.
For example, performing control experiments, i.e. without the presence of Pb-Li, is not
always a reliable strategy because temperature gradients and permeation surfaces
may be substantially altered, affecting the amount of lost gas. But neglecting these

1



2 introduction

"permeation" losses leads to overestimation of gas absorption by the Pb-Li, which leads
to bigger Sieverts’ Constant estimates [5].

The Multi-Nozzle Vacuum Sieve Tray (MNVST) experiment in the Tritium Laboratory
Karlsruhe (TLK), at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), is currently investigat-
ing the VST concept. This setup works by initially dissolving gas into Pb-Li in a 316L

steel Upper Chamber, and subsequently extracting it in a Lower Chamber. It was
designed to work with deuterium, and results are expected to be extrapolated for
tritium. The setup was not designed to allow for a precise calculation of deuterium
extraction efficiency, since the aforementioned issue with Sieverts’ Constant precludes
estimating how much gas was dissolved in the Pb-Li at the start of the experiment.
Instead, one of the setup’s objectives is the qualitative investigation of the effect of
design parameters to the extraction process, such as temperature and nozzles diameter.
However, if it could also be utilized to measure the amount of deuterium dissolved in
Pb-Li, an accurate extraction efficiency could also be computed.

To avoid the aforementioned issues of gas loss underestimation and pressure-sensor
sensitivity, the dissolution processes both in Pb-Li and in steel have to be modelled.
This aims at accurately estimating losses from the Upper Chamber, using information
such as temperature and geometry as model inputs. This also aims at verifying the
necessary pressure sensitivity to measure Sieverts’ Constants, by using the coefficient
as another model input. To guide the proposed work, the following research question
was formulated: "Can a simplified diffusion model be used to quantitatively assess the impact
of gas losses and pressure-sensor accuracy to the measurements of the dissolution process
in the Upper Chamber?" A validated model could be used to quantify the amount of
deuterium dissolved in Pb-Li during future MNVST experiments, which in turn could
provide Sieverts’ Constant measurements in function of temperature. If successful,
this methodology could be extended to other setups used in TES research to provide
or improve their Sieverts’ Constant measurements as well.

In this context, as a Master Thesis project for the Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology (TU/e), a physical model of reduced dimensionality will be developed and
implemented into a simulation code based on Finite Differences method. The model
envisions all encompassing phenomena, including free-gas expansion, adsorption,
desorption and, mainly, diffusion. The code will be subdivided into two options, a
Dry Model and a Wet Model, to distinguish between simulations including and excluding
molten Pb-Li. The first aims at modelling the process in the Upper Chamber with-
out Pb-Li, and comparing its simulated pressure-decays to experimental curves for
validation. The latter aims at using the Dry Model as a foundation and include an
additional diffusion process in Pb-Li, to predict pressure-decay curves of future MNVST

experiments with the liquid metal.
Both the Diffusivity and Sieverts’ Constant are dissolution coefficients to be used

as inputs of the model, and are expected to heavily influence how well simulated
pressure-decay curves match experimental ones. Since the specific dissolution co-
efficients for the Upper Chamber material are not available, the initial strategy is
to use values averaged from literature. If the model qualitatively reproduces the
pressure-decay behavior, but not quantitatively, better inputs will be pursued with a
curve-matching algorithm. Using the experimental data as target, the Dry Model can be
run numerous times to verify which coefficients provide the most similar curve. Albeit
used in 316L steel, this methodology could be extended to other metals such as Pb-Li.



C H A P T E R S G U I D E

This thesis is organized to present topics covered during the project in the following
manner: a general context and most of the reviewed literature in Chapters 1 and 2; the
model development strategy and detailed techniques in Chapter 3; a description of
the experiments, and their results, used for validation in Chapter 4; an application of
the developed model in the form of a code used to estimate dissolution-parameters in
Chapter 5; and finally a summary and discussions on the obtained results in Chapter 6.

Appendices A, C, D and I provide details on the performed literature review.
Appendix B provides a summarized list of assumptions for the developed model. Full
source-codes can be found in Appendices E, F, G and K. Specifics on experimental data
treatment can be found in Appendix H. Appendices J, L, M and O detail additional
tasks performed with the developed code. Appendix N provides an extension to the
discussions.
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1
T H E I M PA C T O F G A S L O S S E S T H R O U G H S T E E L I N T R I T I U M
B R E E D I N G R E S E A R C H F O R F U S I O N

This chapter starts with with an overview of the open challenges to the achievement
of Nuclear Fusion as a power source in Section 1.1. A focus on a particular challenge
and its objectives is then suggested in Section 1.2: Tritium Self-Sufficiency. In Section 1.3
this focus leads to an introduction to Tritium Extraction System (TES) concepts, a
necessary technology to reach Tritium Self-Sufficiency. Some research in this field
is currently being thwarted by a lack of literature agreement on one coefficient: the
Sieverts’ Constant for hydrogen isotopes dissolution in lead-lithium (Pb-Li). Three
causes for this discrepancy are briefly visited in Section 1.4: a similar uncertainty in
the Diffusivity coefficient, the difficulty in appraising gas losses through steel and
a possible lack of sensor accuracy. Section 1.5 concludes with a project proposal to
tackle these possible causes.

1.1 the tritium self-sufficiency challenge in fusion science & tech-
nology

Controlled thermonuclear fusion has been a serious proposal for energy source
since around the 1950’s [11]. Its concept relies on the confined acceleration of ionized
light atom nuclei, such as hydrogen, to overcome their coulombic barrier. Acceleration
is achieved by heating the gas into a plasma. The fusion of colliding species results
in a mass difference, which is converted into kinetic energy. The ensuing heat can be
harvested and converted into electrical energy [12].

Because of its promising features, many countries currently invest a considerable
amount of resources on research in the field, with its most well-known experiment
being the collaborative 1 reactor ITER (Latin for "the way", Figure 1.1a), soon to be
followed by DEMOnstration Power-plants (DEMOs) and/or PROTOtype Power-plants
(PROTOs), in different countries [14]. This joint effort aims at solving the scientific and
technological challenges that Fusion presents.

These challenges have been summarized in the the latest guidelines issued by
the Fusion research community, known as the Fusion Roadmap [1]. In it, 7 major
categories of challenges are introduced. Of those, the Tritium Self-Sufficiency category
receives much attention in R&D, because the current Fusion concept critically relies on
deuterium and tritium as fuels.

Deuterium is a hydrogen isotope with only 1 neutron (2

1
H, or simply D). Tritium is

a heavier isotope, with 2 neutrons (3

1H, or simply T). Contrary to deuterium, which
accounts for 0.016% of all hydrogen found in natural water, tritium is radioactive
with a half-life of approximately 12.3 years [17]. This means tritium isn’t readily
available in nature [12], and its foreseen demand suggests possible difficulties for
Fusion deployment [18, 19]. Therefore, tritium will have to be produced ("bred") in-situ

1 Currently, more than 30 nations support the ITER organization [13].

5



6 the impact of gas losses through steel in tritium breeding research for fusion

in a Fusion reactor and self-sufficiency must be proven feasible before commercial
reactors can be built.

1.2 the requirements to reach tritium self-sufficiency

The ratio between the number of tritium atoms produced and consumed is called the
Tritium Breeding Ratio (TBR). Self-sufficiency can be theoretically achieved for a BB TBR

equal to 1. However, tritium inventories in Fusion reactors are expected to suffer from
big losses. Factors during transport and storage such as decay, hydrogen-retention in
metals, permeation and leakage increase the tritium demands for self-sufficiency [17].
Furthermore, building start-up inventories for subsequent reactors also increases the
tritium demand [20]. To allow for this tritium loss-compensation and accumulation,
challenging values of TBR greater than 1 must be achieved [21].

The production of tritium in a Fusion reactor is foreseen to happen in the Breeding
Blanket (BB). This structure surrounding the reactor is designed to harvest neutrons
produced in the plasma by the exothermic reactions between deuterium and tritium.
Since the escaping neutron carries around 80% of all the released energy, it must
be collected for energy production [12]. This has the additional advantage of being
useful to produce tritium, by facilitating reactions between the neutrons and lithium-
containing materials distributed in the BB [17].

Materials used to produce tritium in the BB will need to be based in enriched
lithium-6 to favor efficient breeding, due to its larger cross-section in comparison to
lithium-7 [22]. "Breeder" materials proposed so far are designed to be either in solid

(a) ITER design. The BB is depicted in yellow [15]. (b) Example of BB module design.
Adapted from [16].

Figure 1.1: Designs for: ITER Fusion reactor and an example of Breeding Blanket (BB) module.
Indicated in (a): countries developing each ITER system. In focus in (b): (i) the
First-Wall, closest to the plasma; (ii, iv) structural plates; (iii) plates to facilitate
cooling; and (v) connecting pipe forest.



1.3 some concepts for liquid breeders tritium extraction systems 7

state (as part of a ceramic compound), or in liquid state (as a pure metal or part of an
alloy) [4]. Tritium produced in solid breeders is foreseen to be purged out with gas
flow, which must later be itself treated [23]. On the other hand, tritium produced in
liquid breeders will be dissolved in these materials until passage through an active
extraction system [7–10, 17, 24, 25]. Figure 1.1b shows an example of BB section design,
with piping to also allow for tritium collection after production [17].

Tritium collection from the BB is enabled by a Tritium Extraction System (TES). The
efficiency with which extraction occurs can significantly influence TBR requirements,
since dissolved tritium isn’t available for insertion in the plasma. For liquid breeders,
current studies report a TES with a minimum 80% efficiency will be necessary to reach
the requirements for Tritium Self-Sufficiency [26]. Therefore, the improvement of this
efficiency has been determined a priority task [10].

1.3 some concepts for liquid breeders tritium extraction systems

The most promising liquid breeder materials currently under study worldwide
include:

• liquid lithium (LL), of high purity and in molten form;

• lithium-beryllium-fluor molten salt (FLiBe), already in use in Nuclear Fission Engi-
neering;

• and, lead-lithium (Pb-Li) in eutectic proportions 2 , an alloy that is currently refer-
ence breeder material for the European DEMO design [2].

Because of its present importance, this work is focused on Pb-Li.
From the possible options of Tritium Extraction System for Pb-Li, 4 concepts have

been mostly studied so far:

• the packed-column Gas-Liquid Contactor (GLC);

• the Regenerable Getter Beds (RGB);

• the Permeator Against Vacuum (PAV);

• and, the Vacuum Sieve Tray (VST).

While both GLC and RGB systems are more mature techniques with some room
for improvement, currently the PAV and VST concepts have been more studied for
their advantages. Being passive techniques, for example, they more easily allow for
continuous operation. Recently they have been selected as primary and back-up
options for the European DEMO [29].

The PAV concept is based on the natural permeation that occurs with gases in
contact with metals. The passage of Pb-Li through a metal pipe with thin membranes
allows for diffusion of the dissolved gas to a collecting region under vacuum [30]. It is

2 Literature inconsistently refers to eutectic Pb-Li either as 83Pb-17Li or 84Pb-16Li. In any case, the notation
PbX LiY should be avoided, since the compound isn’t a single chemical species, but rather a metal (Pb)
with a sparse distribution of quaternary complexes [27]. Some references suggest more precise ratios are
required (e.g. X/Y = 84.3/15.7 [28]), therefore the simplified notation "Pb-Li" will be used to refer to the
alloy in eutectic proportions.
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seen as very promising: compact, with a continuous mode of operation, theoretically
capable of high extraction efficiency and low costs. Its implementation, however, has
yet to be experimentally validated, due to the strenuous requirements it imposes
on its permeation membrane. Working conditions simultaneously require: (a) high
tritium-permeability, (b) high corrosion-resistance in contact with Pb-Li, and (c) high
oxidation-resistance [31].

Because of this, the PAV concept still hasn’t been decided as definitive choice [29].
In concurrent study is the alternative VST concept, that also has to be demonstrated
feasible [31]. This technique relies on small droplets created by Pb-Li flowing through
a set of nozzles into a vacuum. Due to their size, the increased surface-area over bulk-
volume ratio was thought to favor extraction by natural diffusion. Diffusion coefficient
estimates from classical theory and static experiments initially dissuaded researchers
from the technique [32, 33]. Yet, dynamic experiments with Pb-Li renewed the concept,
as higher tritium withdraws rates were reported [34]. One attempt at explaining the
accelerated transport acknowledges droplets’ shape-deforming vibrations as the cause
for the enhanced mass transport [35].

Experimental validation of any Pb-Li TES concept, including PAV and VST, require
an estimation of the dissolved amount of gas in Pb-Li. This enables an estimate of the
extraction efficiency of an experimental setup, by computing the ratio between initial
and final number of dissolved mols. This proves to be difficult to achieve, however,
because of the lack of literature agreement on dissolution-parameters for hydrogen
isotopes in Pb-Li.

1.4 a brief review on dissolution-parameters for hydrogen isotopes

in pb-li

Dissolution in a gas-metal system can be described by two coefficients: the Diffu-
sivity and the Sieverts’ Constant. They determine, respectively, the speed with which
the gas dissolves and the total amount that can be dissolved at a given pressure. As a
function of temperature, both these coefficients follow an Arrhenius Law, as shown in
Equations 1.1 and 1.2:

D= D∞ · e−
Ed
R·T (1.1)

S= S∞ · e−
Es
R·T (1.2)

with D (m2/s) representing the Diffusivity and S the Sieverts’ Constant (mol/m3
√

Pa).
The units for the infinite-temperature coefficients D∞ and S∞ are the same as for D
and S. The activation-energies Ed and Es are measured in J/mol, the Universal Gas
Constant R in J/K mol and the temperature T in K. The terms D∞, S∞, Ed and Es will be
hereby addressed to as "dissolution-parameters", as they completely characterize the
dissolution process.

When a gas-metal dissolution process is in equilibrium, the amount of gas dissolved
is described by Sieverts’ Law. This law can be represented by Equation 1.3:

c∗X = SM
X2
· √pX2 (1.3)

with pX2 (Pa) the partial pressure of a diatomic gas X2 acting on metal M. The square-
root dependency is widely accepted as indication that the gas dissociates/recombines
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Figure 1.2: Literature values and functions of Sieverts’ Constant for hydrogen isotopes dissolu-
tion in Pb-Li [27, 36–48]. Dissolution-parameters were obtained by curve-fitting data
to Arrhenius Law when only point values were available. When units different
from mol-per-volume were available, data was converted using Pb-Li density [49]
(vide Appendix A for values).

upon contact with the metal’s surface 3. Thus, for equilibrium (∗), the concentration
c∗X (mol/m3) indicates that the atomic form X is expected in the metal [50, 51]. This
concentration will be hereby addressed to as "sieverts’ concentration".

Sieverts’ Law is restricted to non-noble gases, in the limit of infinitely diluted
solutions (low dissolution concentrations, i.e. low partial pressures) [52]. With the
exception of some particular gases [50], Sieverts’ Constants provide accurate estimates
of amounts of gas dissolved in metals. Different isotopes can be used to measure a
Sieverts’ Constant because it mainly depends on chemical species [52]. Figure 1.2 dis-
plays several measurements reported in literature for Sieverts’ Constants for hydrogen
isotopes in Pb-Li, in an attempt to predict tritium dissolution.

Even if the more scattered values are neglected (Aiello 2006 [36], Malara 1995 [37]),
the coefficients’ discrepancy is still around 4 orders of magnitude. Part of this scattering
can be attributed to the concomitant, albeit smaller, discrepancy in the Diffusivity
coefficient for hydrogen isotopes in Pb-Li, since many dissolution experiments use
transient measurements (e.g. [36, 45–48]). The Diffusivity is defined by Fick’s Laws,

3 The Sieverts’ Constant is similar to Henry’s Constant, used to describe dissolution in aqueous media. It
is defined by Henry’s Law, in which the pressure is directly proportional to the dissolved concentration.
This means molecular forms are foreseen instead. Because both coefficients represent solubility, but have
different units, the term "solubility" will be avoided.
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Figure 1.3: Literature values and functions of diffusivity for hydrogen isotopes in Pb-Li [44–47,
53–55]. Dissolution-parameters were obtained by curve-fitting data to Arrhenius
Law when only point values were available (vide Appendix A for values).

represented by Equation 1.4 and the resulting equation from combining it with the
mass continuity law, Equation 1.5:

−→
QX = −DM

X ·
−→∇ cX (1.4)

∂

∂ t
cX +∇ •

(−→
QX
)
= 0 (1.5)

for a concentration cX that is both dependent on time and space (cX = cX(~r, t)). The
notation DM

X represents the Diffusivity of particles X in a still 4 medium M, and
−→
QX (mol/s m2) is the surface-density of diffusive flux. Figure 1.3 displays Diffusivity
measurements for hydrogen isotopes in Pb-Li reported in literature.

As with the Sieverts’ Constant, experiments to determine the Diffusivity for tritium
are also performed with deuterium and protium. In this case, however, classical theory
states that the coefficients for different isotopes of a same species can be extrapolated
using the masses of the diffusing (mX) and medium (mM) species, as represented in
Equation 1.6:

DM
X ∝

(mM + mX

mM ·mX

)1/2

=⇒
DM

X1

DM
X2

≈
√

mX2

mX1

(1.6)

4 In the cases of stirred liquids, for example, particle mixing is described by dispersion. Diffusion only
governs the fluid’s Boundary Layer, and the bulk must be described by a different mass-transport
coefficient [56].
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if mM � mXµ , the index µ being 1 or 2 for different isotopes [57]. While it is generally
agreed that this strategy holds for metals such as steel [58–60], literature doesn’t seem
to agree on whether this extrapolation is valid for Pb-Li, as some references use it [43,
45] and others don’t [44, 47]. When this extrapolation is not used, the isotopic-effect is
applied to the Sieverts’ Constant instead [44, 47], which might also account for some
of the scattering seen in Figure 1.2. This does not adhere to theoretical expectations,
since the inertia should have a larger influence on a momentum-based coefficient
(DM

X ), rather than on an equilibrium coefficient (SM
X ). No good reasoning could be

found in literature for applying this dependency to Sieverts’ Constant 5.
Some measurements with gas-metal systems rely on Richardson’s Law of perme-

ation to connect Sieverts’ Constant and Diffusivity measurements. The law states
that a steady-state 6 diffusion through a metal membrane leads to a gas flux QX2 , as
represented by Equation 1.7:

QX2 = RM
X2
·
(√

pout
X2
−
√

pin
X2

)
(1.7)

with RM
X2

= DM
X ·SM

X2
(1.8)

The term RM
X2

is the Richardson’s Constant, a permeability coefficient. Notice that
it can be obtained for the medium M by multiplying the Sieverts’ Constant by the
Diffusivity of the atomic species (Eq. 1.8).

Richardson’s Law can also be used to estimate gas loss through steel experimental
containers. These losses might lead to absorption overestimation or desorption under-
estimation by the Pb-Li when trying to measure the Sieverts’ Constant, and therefore
should be deducted from measurements. However, some authors chose to neglect it,
which may explain some higher Sieverts’ Constants reported (e.g. [36]).

Richardson’s Law might provide inaccurate estimates, however, because it assumes
steady-state diffusion, and thus fully saturated steel. Experiments that begin with de-
saturated steel are expected to absorb more gas during a transient period of diffusion.
Therefore, experimental efforts could benefit from a more accurate description of gas
losses through steel that include this transient period.

Finally, the measurement scattering seen in Figure 1.2 could also be attributed to a
lack of measurement accuracy. Absorption and desorption experiments mostly rely
on pressure measurements to estimate the amount of gas contained by Pb-Li. If the
variation in pressure due to largely different Sieverts’ Constants produces a change
in pressure smaller than sensor accuracy, it might not be possible to increase the
precision on Sieverts’ Constants measurements beyond what’s already available in
literature. This is a reasonable consideration since Pb-Li is mostly composed of lead,
which is known to absorb very little hydrogen [27, 38].

5 The Sieverts’ Constant is in fact a dynamic equilibrium coefficient, which could perhaps support its
isotopic dependency. It is believed, however, that measurements in literature that apply this dependency
misinterpreted permeation experiment results, attributing more weight to the term SM

X rather than to
DM

X .
6 Solving Equations 1.4 and 1.5 for ∂

∂t cX = 0 provides the steady-state (equilibrium) concentration profile
[33].
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1.5 a novel approach to obtain amounts of gas dissolved in metals :
development of a quasi-2d diffusion model

The Multi-Nozzle Vacuum Sieve Tray (MNVST) experimental setup in Tritium Lab-
oratory Karlsruhe (TLK) was developed to investigate the VST concept’s feasibility,
performance and scalability. It was designed to be operated with deuterium, and
has for objectives: (a) gain experience before performing experiments with T2; (b)
investigate the extraction efficiency; and (c) study potential scalability.

The MNVST setup is composed of two 316L steel chambers vertically connected by
a pipe, as seen in Figure 1.4a. An ohmic heater is used to melt the Pb-Li, as seen in
Figure 1.4b. Experiments were design to start by passively dissolving D2 gas into
molten Pb-Li in the Upper Chamber ("dissolution-step"). The Pb-Li then flows into the
Lower Chamber, where it encounters vacuum conditions. The connecting pipe ends in
a nozzles tray (i.e. a sieve) that forces the formation of droplets in the Lower Chamber.
Any extracted deuterium is measured by a quadrupole mass spectometer (QMS).

Due to the discrepancy in Sieverts’ Constant for hydrogen isotopes in Pb-Li, it is
difficult to estimate with precision the amount of gas dissolved in Pb-Li before it
flows into the Lower Chamber. This way, the extraction efficiency can’t be easily
calculated. One way to overcome this difficulty is to measure the pressure-decay in the
Upper Chamber during the dissolution-step. However, losses through steel can’t be
distinguished from the Pb-Li absorption, although they should be deducted if accurate
measurements are sought. Since experiments are foreseen to start with de-saturated
steel, Richardson’s Law is not expected to provide good estimates.

A diffusion computational model can be a suitable way to estimate gas losses
through steel because it could predict more complex scenarios such as the transient
phase of the dissolution process (steel saturation). A gain in accuracy is also foreseen by
taking into account the impact of factors such as temperature profiles and geometry
measured in the real Upper Chamber. To balance this increased sophistication, a
quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) model dimensionality and the Finite Differences (F D)
numerical method were chosen as ways of reducing computational cost. The code,
to be implemented in MATLAB R© (Version 9.4.0.813654, R2018a), was planned to be
flexible, including both a Dry Model and a Wet Model in the same script.

As a first approach, the chamber will be modelled without Pb-Li (i.e. the Dry Model).
This aimed at providing a more clear view on the simplified case of gas losses only
through steel. The simulated pressure-decay in the Upper Chamber will be compared
to experimental measurements performed with deuterium in the MNVST, as a way
of validating the general modelling strategy. This strategy will consider both the
Sieverts’ Constant and Diffusivity coefficients as inputs for a dissolution process of
diatomic gases in metals. It will use a diffusion model to establish the movement of
dissociated gas atoms through the metal, and Sieverts’ Law to determine the Boundary
Condition (B C) of such diffusion process. The latter aims at distinguishing the gas
density at the gas-metal interface from the concentration adsorbed onto the metal.

Processing and metallurgical factors may significantly alter dissolution coefficients
for steel [60, 61]. Since no precise data was available for the Upper Chamber, averaged
literature values will be initially used. This means comparison between simulated and
experimental pressure-decay curves is not expected to perfectly match, although a
qualitatively similar behavior indicates validation of the model. A further algorithm
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(a) Picture of the MNVST setup, dur-
ing the assembly of the experiment.
The setup was designed with (from
top to bottom): the Upper Cham-
ber, a connecting pipe to lead Pb-Li
down and the Lower Chamber.

(b) Picture of the MNVST’s Upper Chamber, upside-down,
during assembly. The visible metallic spiral at the cham-
ber’s bottom is an ohmic heater, used to increase the
Pb-Li’s temperature.

Figure 1.4: Pictures of the MNVST experimental setup, during assembly in 2016 (prior to the
start of this master project). Blue and white caps close the fittings.

will then be presented to sequentially run the Dry Model with different coefficients
until a match is found. These will be assumed the dissolution coefficients that best
characterize the Upper Chamber steel. This curve-matching code is foreseen to be
applicable for other materials, including Pb-Li when using the Wet Model.

The Wet Model will be developed to compute the pressure-decay in the simulated
Upper Chamber by including a layer of Pb-Li using the validated modelling strategy.
This will require an addition to the model for the specific case of metal-metal interfaces,
for where the Pb-Li encounters steel. The model will yield the gas accumulation in the
Pb-Li for any set of dissolution coefficients. The code will also be run several times
with dissolution coefficients for Pb-Li in different orders of magnitude to investigate
the ensuing variation of the total pressure-decay. This aims at assessing whether
dissolution coefficients can be measured with the current sensitivity of the available
pressure-sensors with static absorption/desorption methodologies (fixed gas amount,
pressure change over time due to absorption/desorption by a metal). By making both
dissolution coefficients algorithm inputs, the strategy tackles the issue of possible
indeterminacy of the Sieverts’ Constant due to Diffusivity scattering.





2
A D I F F U S I O N Q UA S I - 2 D M O D E L F O R S I M U L AT I N G P R E S S U R E
D E C AY S I N T H E U P P E R C H A M B E R

In this chapter the modelling strategy is presented. Section 2.1 gives an interpretation
of Sieverts’ Law for general dissolution processes, as a way to determine Boundary
Conditions (B Cs) for the diffusion process. Section 2.2 identifies additional phenomena
that have to be taken into account in the Upper Chamber for the modelling. An
analysis on the scales of each phenomena is presented in Section 2.3 as a means to
propose a model dimensionality for the dissolution process in the Upper Chamber.
Throughout this chapter, assumptions will be made to realize the model, indicated
between parenthesis after being introduced (as Ass. #). A summarized list of these
assumptions can be found in Appendix B.

2.1 a model for bulk-controlled dissolution processes

A dissolution process can be modelled into two effects: a bulk diffusion process and
an interface adsorption/desorption process. Fick’s Laws (Eq. 1.4 and 1.5) can be used
to model the first, which require Boundary Conditions (B Cs) for the spacial domain
and Initial Conditions (I Cs) for the time domain. The interface process is described by
Sieverts’ Law (Eq. 1.3), which can be used to provide Boundary Conditions for the
diffusion process.

Different types of B Cs exist, including Dirichlet, Neumann, Robin, Cauchy, among
others; each type is determined by a different linear combination of zero-th and first
order terms. Assuming (Ass. 1) a diffusion process is dependent on concentration

(a) Surface-controlled dissolution process; net
flux into metal. Dissolution is determined by
surface kinetics.

(b) Bulk-controlled dissolution process; net flux
into metal. Dissolution is determined by dif-
fusion.

Figure 2.1: Comparison between surface-controlled (S) and bulk-controlled (B) systems for
defining Boundary Conditions. Thick arrows represent the net flux, while thin
arrows represent adsorption (a) and desorption (d) fluxes. Values common to both
images are the pressure pX2 , the equilibrium interface concentration c∗X and the
bulk concentration close to the interface cX .
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values instead of chemical activity, zero-th order terms determine the edges’ con-
centration (cX(edge)), while first order determine the edges’ fluxes (

−→
QX(edge)) [62]. The

Boundary Conditions defined by Sieverts’ Law depend on the degree of control the
interface has over the dissolution process.

Figure 2.1 shows the difference between surface-controlled and bulk-controlled
systems. If surface-controlled, the rate of gas intake through the medium’s interface
limits the diffusion process, due to slow adsorption or chemical reactions [55]. This
leads to B Cs with first order terms, since fluxes into the metal are externally defined
(vide Fig. 2.1a). On the other hand, if bulk-controlled, the rate of gas dissolution is only
determined by the medium’s Diffusivity [55]. This means the concentration at the
interface is high enough to provide fluxes determined by the diffusive process, and
the B Cs can be represented by zero-th order terms (vide Fig. 2.1b). In both cases the
interface concentration is equal to Sieverts’ Concentration c∗X [63]. Appendix C gives a
more detailed explanation on the derivation.

It is generally agreed that hydrogen isotopes diffusion into Pb-Li and steel are bulk-
controlled systems [48, 55, 59, 63, 64], although exceptions have been reported for
Pb-Li [65]. In these cases the interface concentration can be used as a zero-th order
B C for the diffusion process because the metal’s steady-state concentration profile
tends to Sieverts’ Concentration, as foreseen by Sieverts’ Law. This is true because
B Cs act as critical values (maxima and, sometimes, minima) of a concentration profile
evolution and the concentration profile will tends to the Boundary Conditions, since
the gradient of concentration acts as the driving force for the diffusion process [62].

Figure 2.2: Diagram of the diffusion Boundary Conditions acting on a system composed
of a diatomic gas surrounding a metal, for cX > c∗X. The diagram shows an
interpretation of concentration values (c) along a generic length (l). An immersed
metal’s interface experiences a gas density proportional to that gas’ partial pressure
(cX2 , from Ideal Gas Law), that would dissociate providing B C of cX (red). However,
due to Sieverts’ Law, adsorption only occurs to a fraction of this density, providing
B C of c∗X (black). The concentration profile evolves (blue, from light to dark) until
equilibrium, when it matches c∗X everywhere in the metal.
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Figure 2.2 shows a strategy to model dissolution processes through gas-metal
interfaces 7 by defining the B Cs of a diffusion process. For that, the modelled gas is
assumed ideal (Ass. 2). Additionally, the gas density outside the metal is assumed
equivalent to a concentration (Ass. 3), as to provide B Cs for the concentration profile.
This can be done by using the following procedure:

• the (molecular) gas density close to the metal can be obtained from the partial
pressure acting on it, using the Ideal Gas Law (red);

• this concentration should be doubled to provide an atomic concentration (cX =

2 · cX2), since the diatomic gas dissociates upon adsorption;

• if cX > c∗X, it can be interpreted that adsorption does not occur to every molecule
arriving at the metal surface and Sieverts’ Concentration c∗X is assumed to
establish a maximum limit 8 for the B Cs (Ass. 4).

Notice that Figure 2.2 also represents the expected concentration profile evolution
(in blue, from lighter to darker tones), progressively tending to the steady-state value
(black dashed line). For higher pressure cases (cX > c∗X) in equilibrium, the bulk’s
concentration tends to Sieverts’ Concentration. Naturally, this modelling approach
demands the assumption (Ass. 5) that Sieverts’ Law is always valid for the gas and
metal species in the modelled pressure ranges.

2.2 relevant phenomena to model the dissolution process in the

upper chamber

2.2.1 The MNVST’s Upper Chamber

A pressure-decay model must identify relevant thermodynamic quantities, such as
volume. Figure 1.4b showed the Upper Chamber. The chamber can be approximated
(Ass. 6) to a set of 3 parts: a LID, a WALL and a BASE. Both the LID and the BASE are
shaped like solid cylinders; the WALL is shaped like a hollow cylinder. The inner
volume defined by the WALL provides the empty space for the chamber.

Figure 2.3 shows a cross-section of the approximation of the Upper Chamber, with
dimensions that completely characterize the simplified geometry. Table 2.1 gives
these dimensions (green), and subsequently calculated surfaces and volumes (light
orange). The dimensions column, indicated by the supplier’s ISO standard used for
measurements, shows both values and their nominal uncertainties. When MNVST

experiments are to be performed with Pb-Li, the volume available for gas is reduced.
Modelling experiments with liquid metal assumed (Ass. 7) a maximum height of
Hmax

l = 20 mm in the Upper Chamber, because experiments are foreseen to be
performed with 1 litre of Pb-Li.

Each part is assumed (Ass. 8) to be made of homogeneous 316L steel without any
imperfections (e.g. bulk defects like voids) that could heavily influence the process of
diffusion. The Upper Chamber is assumed (Ass. 9) to have no leaks, and a leakage
experiment will be performed to correct experimental data with any deduced leak-rate
(vide Chap.4).

7 Notice that this treatment does not include metal-metal interfaces, which will be addressed in Chapter 3.
8 Only for lower pressures (cX < c∗X) the gas density itself defines the B C.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the Upper Chamber and its dimensions. Upper Chamber parts, indi-
cated in capitalized letters, use a color code used throughout this report. Upcoming
diagrams further simplify the shape to increase readability.

Table 2.1: Upper Chamber’s main dimensions (green), and calculated surfaces and volumes
(light orange) used in model

Material U.C. Part Parameter ISO 2768 mK Units

316L steel

LID

Diameter DL 305.0 0.5 mm

Height HL 26.0 0.2 mm

Inner Surface AL 49.0 0.2 103 mm2

Steel Volume VL 19.0 0.2 105 mm3

WALL

Outer Diameter DW 254.0 0.5 mm

Thickness W 2.0 0.1 mm

Height HW 95.0 0.3 mm

Inner Surface AW 74.6 0.4 103 mm2

Inner Volume Vi 46.6 0.2 105 mm3

Steel Volume VW 15.0 0.1 104 mm3

BASE

Diameter DB 270.0 0.5 mm

Height HB 20.0 0.2 mm

Inner Surface AB 49.0 0.2 103 mm2

Steel Volume VB 11.4 0.1 105 mm3

2.2.2 The dissolution process in the Upper Chamber

The dissolution process in the Upper Chamber is assumed (Ass. 10) to be composed
of 4 phases. Figure 2.4 displays this sequence in similar fashion to analogous studies
[66]. It starts with a free-expansion (i). The gas molecules that adsorb into the metal
surfaces suffer dissociation (ii), and may start diffusing (iii). Some accumulation of the
atomic species is expected inside the metallic media, but atoms that reach the outer
surfaces may recombine and desorb (iv).
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the dissolution process occurring to a diatomic gas in the Upper
Chamber. The expected sequence of phenomena can be described by: (i) free-gas
expansion; (ii) adsorption and dissociation; (iii) diffusion (discontinuous arrow
indicates diffusion from additional atom also present in medium); and (iv) recom-
bination and desorption.

Figure 2.4 displays a simplified diagram of the geometry presented in Figure 2.3.
The separation between its the 3 parts is indicated by dashed lines. The only materials
assumed (Ass. 11) in the container are a diatomic gas (deuterium) and the metals that
compose either the liquid or the structure (Pb-Li and 316L steel). No strong chemical
bonds are assumed (Ass. 12), which might otherwise lock gas particles to other atoms
and hinder diffusion. The diffusion process (iii) for deuterium in both Pb-Li and steel
is assumed (Ass. 13) to be bulk-controlled (vide Section 2.1).

2.3 model design based on phenomena-scaling

Determining the number of dimensions of the model can be done estimating the
scales of the targeted phenomena. To do so, a Back-of-the-Envelope 9 scaling approach
was used. A model was proposed based on these estimates.

2.3.1 Literature values used for scaling

Table 2.2 shows the averaged dissolution-parameters for deuterium (vide Ap-
pendix A for all values). Diffusivity and Sieverts’ Constants activation energies
are linearly scattered, so the exponent terms were arithmetically averaged. Infinite-

9 Back-of-the-Envelope, or Back-of-a-Napkin, calculations consist in performing first approximations to
a problem, as a way of guiding the procedure for modelling [67] or design [68, 69]. These estimates
rely on extreme simplifications that, nevertheless, give an idea on the expected order of magnitude
of results [70, 71]. This approach is most famous for its repeated applications by Enrico Fermi, who
reportedly estimated the yield of an atomic bomb with nothing but pieces of paper while present during
its detonation [72].
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Table 2.2: Deuterium dissolution-parameters averaged from literature

Material

Dissolution-parameters

D∞ S∞ Ed Es

(m2/s) (mol/m3 · 1/
√

Pa) (kJ/K·mol) (kJ/K·mol)

Pb-Li 1.54E-07 3.74E-08 17.52 24.42

Steel 1.41E-07 6.57E-01 52.24 13.46

temperature coefficients on the other hand are logarithmically dispersed, so the
pre-exponential terms were geometrically averaged. It was assumed (Ass. 14) that
only the Diffusivity can be extrapolated using the isotopic effect.

Standard values for Boltzmann’s Constant (kβ = 1.3804 · 10−23 J/K) and deuterium
molecular mass (m = 6.686 · 10−27 kg) were used [73].

2.3.2 Scaling using Back-of-the-Envelope technique

Lead-lithium is expected to be used in Fusion reactors in temperatures approxi-
mately between 600 and 800 K [29], therefore experiments in the MNVST aim at these
temperatures. Diffusivity estimates for 700 K are:

DPb-Li
D ∼ 10−9 m2/s (2.1)

D316L
D ∼ 10−11 m2/s (2.2)

Notice that these values are consistent with physical expectations: diffusion in liquids
tends to be faster than in solids.

Timescale (τ) to reach equilibrium of a diffusion process along a medium of charac-
teristic length L can be estimated using Equation 2.3:

τ ∼ (L)2

DM
X

(2.3)

for both Pb-Li and steel. It is derived from a one-dimensional isotropic case, described
by Equations 1.4 and 1.5. Table 2.3 shows calculated timescales for each direction
of diffusion foreseen in the Upper Chamber. These directions are the ones with the
largest expected concentration gradients: it is assumed (Ass. 15) that the outer steel
surfaces act as perfect sinks. The proportions seen in Table 2.3 are maintained when
calculations are performed for temperature extremes (600 and 800 K).

Table 2.3: Timescales of diffusion, for Diffusivity at 700 K

Scaling estimates
UC modelled media

LID WALL BASE Pb-Li

L (10−3 m) HL = 26 W = 2 HB = 20 Hl = 20

τ (s) 108 105 107 105
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For the freely-expanding ideal diatomic gas, on the other hand, timescales can be
estimated using Equation 2.4:

m · vth

2
= 3kβ · T =⇒ vth =

√
6kβ · T

m
∼
√

kβ · T
m

(2.4)

with T is the gas’ temperature, m the particles’ molecular mass and kβ Boltzmann’s
Constant [74]. For the Upper Chamber’s inner radius (RW = DW−2W

2 ) as characteristic
lenghtscale:

〈vth〉 ∼ 103 m/s (2.5)

τg ∼
RW

〈vth〉
∼ 10−4 s (2.6)

which support the assumption (Ass. 16) that gas fluxes to the metal surfaces are much
faster than diffusion fluxes through them. This confirms that, in the Upper Chamber
case, the bulk-controlled systems’ diffusion won’t be limited by gas availability. Addi-
tionally, fast gas fluxes mean that a discretized temporal evolution model of diffusion
can neglect the free expansion phase of the dissolution process. Each time-step can
be assumed (Ass. 17) a meta-equilibrium instant; the pressure in the Upper Chamber
equilibrates quickly, in comparison to the diffusion process.

Sieverts’ Constant estimates can be used to scale the amount of gas diffusing through
each metal. Estimates for 700 K are:

SPb-Li
D ∼ 10−10 mol/m3 · 1/

√
Pa (2.7)

S316L
D ∼ 10−2 mol/m3 · 1/

√
Pa (2.8)

which implies concentration gradients in Pb-Li will be appreciably smaller than in
steel, since outer concentrations are bound from below (to zero). The Pb-Li is expected
to act as a permeation barrier for steel, reducing losses through surfaces it wets.

To reduce model complexity, gas losses through the wet-WALL surface were assumed
(Ass. 18) negligible. Losses are expected to be largest through the WALL, due to
its thinner width. For the maximum Pb-Li height (Hmax

l , so that Hmax
l /HW = 21.0%),

the wet-WALL surface (Awet
W ) is approximately only 1/5 of the total WALL surface

(Awet
W /AW = 21.0%). This should not bring significant losses underestimation, due to

the barrier effect.
When wet, the BASE surface accounts for approximately 3/4 of the total inner wet

surface of the Upper Chamber (AB/AB+Awet
W = 75.8%). Although the BASE’s thicker

width leads to smaller fluxes in comparison to the WALL, its temperature is expected
to be higher, potentially leading to non-negligible fluxes. To avoid gas losses underes-
timation, fluxes through the wet BASE were not neglected.

2.3.3 A diffusion model of quasi-2D dimensionality for the Upper Chamber

Figure 2.5 shows the idealized model for the dissolution process in the Upper
Chamber. Angular symmetry in the cylindrical geometry allows for simplification to a
two-dimensional model. To further reduce model complexity a quasi-two-dimensional
(quasi-2D) dimensionality was selected: diffusion was only simulated in 1-D channels
across each direction of significant concentration gradient. Inner surfaces’ fluxes are
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of a quasi-2D model for the dissolution process in the Upper Chamber.
The h and h’ axes define vertical diffusion channels in the direction of foreseen
diffusion process evolution. Analogously, the r axis defines a radial diffusion
channel. Their respective Boundary Condition (B C) are classified by color: external
(green) are fixed as perfect sinks; internal (red) are coupled by the total amount
of gas in chamber; Pb-Li and steel interface (orange) are co-dependent and are
described in detail in Section 3.3.

assumed (Ass. 19) averages. Gas loss from the Upper Chamber can be obtained by
multiplying these average fluxes by each respective surface, giving total fluxes through
inner metal surfaces.

Since the amount of gas in the Upper Chamber is finite, the loss through each
diffusion channel impacts others. This effect is represented by the coupling of internal
Boundary Conditions (red). The Ideal Gas Law can be used to assess the equivalent
pressure-decay, and adjust the B Cs accordingly. This modelling choice is enabled by
the meta-equilibrium interpretation (which neglects the free expansion phase, since
its much faster than diffusion).

Outer Boundary Conditions (green) are fixed at null concentration at every time-
step. When no Pb-Li is present in the Upper Chamber, the BASE presents internal
coupled B Cs like the WALL and the LID. When Pb-Li is present in the Upper Chamber,
a metal-metal interface connects the diffusion channels through the Pb-Li and the BASE.
Since these interface B Cs (orange) are self-consistent with the evolution of the diffusion
processes in both media, they are co-dependent and require separate modelling. The
developed strategy is described in detail in Section 3.3.

A time-dependent numerical method generated time-steps to accompany the evolu-
tion of the diffusion processes. At each time-step, the gas-metal interfaces’ Boundary
Conditions require a temperature for computing the Sieverts’ Constant. For steady-
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state heat transfer, temperatures for the LID and the BASE were assumed (Ass. 20)
homogeneous. The WALL temperature was assumed (Ass. 21) linearly increasing from
LID to BASE, interpreting it as a one-dimensional metal system in contact with two
thermal baths (due to the large volumetric difference, vide Tab. 2.1).

Sub-divisions of each diffusion channel represent space-steps generated by the
chosen numerical method to simulate the pressure-decay. The temperature gradient
along each diffusion channel is assumed (Ass. 22) negligible, so the Diffusivity can be
considered the same for each space-step.





3
I M P L E M E N T I N G T H E Q UA S I - 2 D M O D E L I N T O T H E D RY A N D
W E T M O D E L S

This chapter introduces the quasi-2D model implemented into MATLAB R© code. Sec-
tion 3.1 reviews the Finite Differences (F D) numerical method, selected for application.
The code was implemented in two variants: a Dry Model for simulating the pressure-
decay in the Upper Chamber without Pb-Li, and a Wet Model which also included the
Pb-Li. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 present the Dry Model and the Wet Model, respectively.

3.1 the finite differences numerical method for solving partial

differential equations

Three main numerical methods are usually employed in Partial Differential Equa-
tions (P D Es) simulations: Finite Differences (F D), Finite Volumes (F V) and Finite
Elements (F E). The F D method relies on solving the Partial Differential Equations by
approximating the equations’ derivatives to finite values. F V relies on the solving the
same equations in integral form, which usually represent Conservation Laws (such
as for mass, charge or momentum). F E tries to describe the desired solution in terms
of a linear combination of functions (a basis that serves as ansatz 10) that still obeys
the imposed Boundary Conditions (B Cs) (vide Appendix D for more details on each
method) [75]. Since the Finite Differences method relies on the direct approximation
of P D Es of interest, it is usually regarded the easiest to implement [76]. For this reason
F D was chosen to implement the quasi-2D model presented in Chapter 2.

The P D Es are approximated to partial differences equations by truncating Taylor’s
expansion, represented for a one-dimensional derivative by Equation 3.1:

f (x) =
∞

∑
n=0

1
n!
·
[

d n

d x n f (x)

]
x=α

·
(
x− α

)n (3.1)

The equations are then applied at each node. The resulting set of expressions produces
a linear system of equations of same order as the number of nodes in the grid. The
equations for the edge nodes (close to the boundaries) are redefined using the B Cs.
This system should be non-singular 11 [78].

Truncation leads to error, so this procedure must be performed balancing precision
with cost of computational power. The error between real and numerical solutions
decreases with reduction of nodal step size. The decrease rate is classified by truncation
order. For example, the error of first-order techniques decreases linearly with nodal
step size (represented by O(∆s), for step size ∆s); the error of second-order techniques
decreases in quadratic manner (represented as O(∆s 2)). Hence, the higher the order,
the more accurate the technique is.

10 This ansatz can be deduced by imposing null weighted residuals. More than one method exists for
selecting the weights that determine the basis functions.

11 Non-singular systems are associated with coefficient matrices that admit a single inverse. This implies
isolating the solution to the linear system of equations is possible and the solution is unique [77].
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Time derivatives are usually approximated with first-order truncation techniques,
which only use the next or last nodes. These are commonly named Forwards or
Backwards Euler schemes, represented by Equations 3.2 and 3.3 respectively:

FE:
d

d t
f (t)
∣∣∣∣

j
=

f j+1 − f j

∆t
+ O(∆t) ≈ f j+1 − f j

∆t
(3.2)

BE:
d

d t
f (t)
∣∣∣∣

j+1
=

f j+1 − f j

∆t
+ O(∆t) ≈ f j+1 − f j

∆t
(3.3)

with j representing the jth time-node, f j the function value at that node and ∆t a finite
time step. Backwards Euler schemes are more stable than Forwards ones, and can be
solved by considering the equations implicitly defined and isolating f j+1 [78]. For this
reason the quasi-2D model was implemented using a Backwards scheme.

Space derivatives can be approximated with higher order techniques more easily,
which is desirable to reduce error [78, 79]. The Central Differences technique is
second-order, and is represented by Equation 3.4:

CD:
d

d x
f (x)

∣∣∣∣
i

=
fi+1 − fi−1

2∆x
+ O(∆x 2) ≈ fi+1 − fi−1

2∆x
(3.4)

with i representing the ith space-node of the grid, fi the function value at that node
and ∆x a finite spacial step. Central Differences was selected for computing the spatial
derivatives of the quasi-2D model.

Solutions computed by these techniques must be: Consistent, Stable, Converging,
Conservative and Bounded. In practical terms, Convergence is the only property that
must be verified during application of the techniques, since the others are either:
obviously apparent when not satisfied (e.g. Boundedness, Stability), not necessarily
an indication of solution inaccuracy (e.g. Conservativity), or ensured by the scheme
themselves (e.g. Consistency). Convergence tests are a good measure of proper tech-
nique application [75, 80]. Convergence tests are usually performed by ascertaining
the behavior of a characteristic model value when increasing the number of nodes. If
the value gradually approaches a same number with the refinement of the grid, this
strongly indicates the Convergence property [81]. The final pressure of the simulated
pressure-decay was selected to test Convergence of the implemented quasi-2D model.

3.2 the dry model : simulating gas diffusion through steel in an

empty chamber

The Dry Model was designed to simulated the pressure-decay in the Upper Chamber
without Pb-Li. Subsection 3.2.1 models the impact of temperature to the dissolution
coefficients. Subsection 3.2.2 presents the derived partial differences equation and the
associated implemented algorithms. Subsection 3.2.3 shows some preliminary results.

3.2.1 Calculation of averaged temperatures along the WALL

Time-dependent numerical methods favored the recalculation of Diffusivity and
Sieverts’ Constant at each time-step, based on fixed dissolution-parameters (D∞, S∞,
Ed and Es). This foresaw temperature measurements during experiments to serve as
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additional inputs to the model. Since the LID and the BASE temperatures were assumed
homogeneous, Equations 1.1 and 1.2 were used to determine average DM

X and SM
X for

these Upper Chamber parts along time.
The linear temperature profile assumed for the WALL required an integral calcu-

lation to compute average dissolution coefficients, because Arrhenius functions are
exponential. The average in this case could use the extreme temperatures, i.e. thermal
bath temperatures TLID and TBASE measured in the real Upper Chamber. Equation 3.5
shows a non-linear average, applied to a general Arrhenius function:

K =
1

TBASE − TLID

∫ TBASE

TLID

κ1 e−
κ2
R·T dT (3.5)

with K the desired average coefficient for the WALL. The temperature-independent κ1

dissolution-parameter stands for D∞ or S∞, depending on K standing for DM
X or SM

X
respectively. The κ2 dissolution-parameter, also temperature-independent, analogously
stands for Ed or Es. Notice this calculation was repeated for each time-step.

Such calculations were made by the dedicated function "avg_in_t". The complete
script can be found in Appendix D.

3.2.2 The integration of the ver_mod and rad_mod functions in the p_decay function

Combining Equations 1.4 and 1.5 for a space-independent Diffusivity provides
the general equation for time-dependent concentration cX profile evolution due to
diffusion. When applying a Backwards Euler Central Differences scheme it is usual
to represent the discretized concentration as uj

i to simplify the notation, with i and j
respectively representing the ith spacial and jth temporal nodes. Equations 3.6 and 3.7
show the resulting expressions in cylindrical coordinates:

uj+1
i − uj

i
∆ t

= DM
X ·

uj+1
i+1 − 2uj+1

i + uj+1
i−1

∆ z 2 (3.6)

uj+1
i − uj

i
∆ t

= DM
X ·
[

uj+1
i+1 − 2uj+1

i + uj+1
i−1

∆ r 2 +

(
1

r0 + i · ∆ r

)
·

uj+1
i+1 − uj+1

i−1

2∆ r

]
(3.7)

with Equation 3.6 the p d e governing the vertical (cartesian) axis (z), and Equation 3.7
the radial axis (r). The vertical p d e was applied to the LID, the BASE and the Pb-Li

diffusion processes, while the radial p d e was only applied to the WALL.
The implicit nature of these equations require solving a linear system, represented

in matricial form by Equation 3.8:

A · uj+1 = uj (3.8)

with A the system’s characteristic coefficients matrix, uj+1 the desired solution in
vectorial form, and uj the solution obtained from the previous time step. Essentially,
uj+1 is obtained by invertingA. Equation 3.6 can be written in the form of Equation 3.8,
as shown by Equation 3.9:

uj+1
i−1 −

(
2 + arg

)
uj+1

i + uj+1
i+1 = −arg · uj

i (3.9)

with arg =
∆ z 2

∆ t ·DM
X

(3.10)
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with arg the expression argument that completely characterizes the diffusion model.
Notice that this argument is time-dependent when DM

X varies in time. Equation 3.7
can be analogously re-written, as shown by Equation 3.11:(

1− 1
2(i + argrad)

)
uj+1

i−1 −
(
2 + arg

)
uj+1

i +

+

(
1 +

1
2(i + argrad)

)
uj+1

i+1 = −arg · uj
i

(3.11)

with argrad =
r0

∆ r
(3.12)

with argrad the expression argument that completely characterizes the radial geometry.
The diffusion model is similarly characterized by an arg diffusion argument, calculated
using the radial model’s spacial step (∆ r) instead of the vertical spacial step (∆ z).

Two dedicated functions were created to solve Equations 3.11 and 3.10: "ver_mod"
and "rad_mod", respectively. Each function builds the system defined by Equation 3.8
and solves it for one time step. Both complete scripts can be found in Appendix F.

The pressure-decay in the Upper Chamber was computed by the "p_decay" en-
compassing function. Figure 3.1 shows a simplified flowchart of its algorithm. The
program starts by receiving all necessary inputs, that include: the first measured
pressure in the Upper Chamber, temperature measurements along time, the desired
dissolution-parameters and discretized domains with their respective space and time
steps. Time-dependent temperature data is interpolated to time domain resolution,
and used to calculate diffusion and geometrical arguments for each domain.

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the p_decay function. Block-shapes follow flowchart standards: data
blocks (yellow) provide code inputs, process blocks (green) carry out indicated
instructions, the decision block (red) selects following action and the subroutine
block (blue) indicate calls of the ver_mod and rad_mod functions. Process
blocks of iteration cycle sequentially compute each time-step (light green).
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Time steps are solved by an iteration cycle, using the ver_mod and rad_mod

functions at each iteration, respectively applied to the LID and BASE, and WALL. Bound-
ary Condition are defined as the minimum value between the gas density in the
chamber (obtained through the gas pressure and temperature) and the calculated
Sieverts’ Concentration (vide Chap. 2). Pressure decay is calculated using the fluxes
through each metallic surface. The complete script for p_decay can be found in
Appendix E.

3.2.3 Dry-Model preliminary results

Figures 3.2 – 3.4 present preliminary results from the p_decay function running
the Dry Model. To determine the LID temperature input, tests without gas were made
with the MNVST for a heater set temperature of 450◦C. A stable LID temperature of
362◦C was obtained and used for the simulations. Notice that this temperature is
an initial estimation, since the presence of gas in later experiments increases the
heat transfer between Upper Chamber parts. Simulations were computed for an 18

hours dissolution process and an initial chamber pressure of 780 mbar. The average
dissolution-parameters presented in Chapter 2 were used.

3.2.4 Dry-Model preliminary discussions

Figure 3.2 shows the concentration profile evolution in both the WALL and BASE.
Evolution in WALL is faster than in BASE because of the thinner steel thickness, which
causes steeper concentration gradients. The LID profiles are similar to the BASE due to
same geometry and comparable dimensions, but evolution is slower due to a lower
Diffusivity (since TLID < TBASE).

Permeation fluxes computed with Richardson’s Law (Eq. 1.7) are associated with
steady-state concentration profiles. Computing steady-state profiles requires Boundary
Conditions, but these change at each time-step due to the gas loss from the chamber.
To provide comparison, steady-state profiles were computed for the last available
B Cs (black dashed lines). Notice the last WALL profile is much closer to the foreseen
equilibrium than the BASE.

The tendency towards lower permeation fluxes can be see in Figure 3.3. It displays
the computed molecular fluxes (half of the atomic fluxes) through each inner chamber
surface into the respective metallic media. Notice how the fluxes are much larger in
the beginning of the process, since the metals start with zero concentration and that
leads to higher concentration gradients. Notice also that concentration gradients in
the WALL are steeper than in the LID because of the thinner medium. The same should
be true for the BASE, but its higher temperature is enough to make BASE and WALL

fluxes comparable.
Figure 3.4 shows a convergence test performed with the final simulated pressure for

a 72 hours dissolution process for the Dry Model. The test was executed for increasing
spacial or temporal grid resolution, while maintaining the other fixed. Results don’t
improve significantly when increasing resolution beyond 1000 nodes in each grid,
which indicate convergence. Therefore future simulations were all performed at 1000

nodes. Since the test was performed for 72 hours processes, simulations of shorter
processes are expected to converge as well.
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(a) Wall concentration profile evolution.

(b) Base concentration profile evolution.

Figure 3.2: Dry Model concentration profiles for an 18 hours dissolution process and initial
pressure of 780 mbar. Profile tends towards dashed lines, that represent the steady-
state profile for the last time step B Cs. Profile evolves faster in WALL than in BASE

due to steeper concentration gradients.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between A quasi-2D model for a gas dissolution process in a steel
chamber, later developed into a simulation code, that doesn’t include Pb-Li fluxes
through each Upper Chamber’s inner surface. Fluxes through the BASE and WALL

are comparable: the Base’s thicker membrane is compensated by it’s higher tem-
perature.

Figure 3.4: Dry Model convergence tests. The final pressure for a 72h experiment-time simulation
is plotted versus the chosen number of Space- or Time-Nodes for running the
Dry Model. Convergence due to mesh refinement points to model validity. Meshes
with 1000 nodes provide sufficient precision.
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3.3 the wet model : simulating gas dissolution in pb-li in a steel

chamber

Using the Dry Model as a basis, the Wet Model was designed to simulate the pressure-
decay in the Upper Chamber with Pb-Li. Subsection 3.3.1 presents the necessary
changes to the p_decay function, including the developed Co-dependent Boundary
Condition that determines the concentration for a metal-metal interface. Subsec-
tion 3.3.3 shows some preliminary results.

3.3.1 Extending the p_decay function for the Wet-Model

The p_decay function was modified to run both the Dry Model and the Wet Model.
Inputting a Pb-Li height different than zero enables the necessary modifications to run
the Wet Model. Such modifications include appropriately reducing the dry-WALL surface,
the chamber volume and etc. Diffusion in the Pb-Li is computed by an additional call
of ver_mod. The inner B C previously used for the BASE is now applied to the Pb-Li,
and the Pb-Li-BASE interface requires a new B C that is not externally defined. This
requires special consideration, since adjacent models present self-consistency: the
profile evolution in one material determines the B C for the other, and vice-versa.

To solve this cross-dependency an "interface node" was defined and its associated
concentration was re-calculated at every time-step. For that, a diffusion p d e was
applied as in Section 3.2. Since the nodes adjacent to the interface belong to different
media, a space-dependent Diffusivity was employed. Applying again a Backwards
Euler Central Differences scheme provides Equation 3.13:

uj+1
i − uj

i
∆ t

= Dj+1
i ·

uj+1
i+1 − 2uj+1

i + uj+1
i−1

∆ z 2 +

(
Dj+1

i+1 −Dj+1
i−1

2∆ z

)(
uj+1

i+1 − uj+1
i−1

2∆ z

)
(3.13)

where Dj
i represents DM

X in spacial node i at time-step j. Notice that i and M convey
equivalent information, because the spacial coordinate determines the medium.

This expression has to be applied to only one node: the metal-metal interface.
Considering uj

i the interface concentration, uj
i−1 and uj

i+1 respectively represent the
concentrations in Pb-Li and steel adjacent to the interface in instant j. Then Equa-
tion 3.13 can be re-written as Equation 3.14:(

3

4 argj+1
Pb-Li

+
1

4 argj+1
316L

)
uj+1

i+1 −
(

1 +
2

argj+1
Pb-Li

)
uj+1

i +

+

(
5

4 argj+1
Pb-Li

− 1

4 argj+1
316L

)
uj+1

i−1 = −uj
i

(3.14)

with argM =
∆ z 2

∆ t ·DM
X

(3.15)

with a diffusion argument similar to the one previously introduced, in this case
medium-dependent. The desired interface concentration is represented by uj+1

i . Adja-
cent terms on time-step j + 1 (orange) can be considered Boundary Conditions of this
single-node system, and aren’t available. As a solution, the Pb-Li and steel concentra-
tion values from the previous time-step can be used, effectively transforming j + 1
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into j. Equation 3.16 shows the resulting expression for the interface concentration
uj+1

I :

uj+1
I =

1

2 + argj+1
Pb-Li

·

·
[(

3
4
+

argj+1
Pb-Li

4 argj+1
316L

)
uj

Pb-Li + argj+1
Pb-Liu

j
I +

(
5
4
−

argj+1
Pb-Li

4 argj+1
316L

)
uj

316L

] (3.16)

The true B C of each medium is the minimum between this interface concentration
and Sieverts’ Concentration, that acts as critical limit (as presented in Chap. 2). The
Sieverts’ Concentration was determined by calculating a virtual pressure of one
medium’s concentration acting upon the other, using Sieverts’ Law (Eq. 1.3).

3.3.2 Wet-Model preliminary results

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 present preliminary results from the p_decay function running
the Wet Model. The same configuration as for the Dry Model was used. For better visual-
ization, simulations were computed for a 3 hours dissolution process, since the Pb-Li’s
greater Diffusivity accelerates the concentration profile evolution in that medium.

Figure 3.5: Comparison between A quasi-2D model for a gas dissolution process in a steel
chamber, later developed into a simulation code, that includes Pb-Li fluxes through
each Upper Chamber’s inner surface. Fluxes through the BASE are not displayed
since they are several orders of magnitude lower than fluxes through the Pb-Li,
which points to the barrier effect.
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(a) Pb-Li concentration profile evolution. Notice the concentration scale is multiplied by 10−7.

(b) Base concentration profile evolution. Notice the concentration scale is multiplied by 10−9.

Figure 3.6: Wet Model concentration profiles for a 3 hours dissolution process and initial pressure
of 780 mbar. The evolution process is similar to the Dry Model case, but in much
smaller concentrations.
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3.3.3 Wet-Model preliminary discussions

Figure 3.5 shows the molecular fluxes through each inner chamber surface, similar
to Figure 3.3. Notice the same tendency towards lower permeation fluxes as in the
Dry Model. Notice how fluxes through Pb-Li are much smaller than into steel surfaces,
confirming the prediction that the liquid metal layer acts as a permeation barrier.

Lower fluxes through the Pb-Li are explained by its lower concentration. Its lower
Sieverts’ Constant leads to lower B Cs, which results in reduced concentration gradients.
Longer simulation times would only further decrease the B Cs, since its dependent on
chamber pressure. Concentration profile evolution for the Pb-Li and BASE can be seen
in Figure 3.6.

It should also be noted that:

• Co-dependent B C acts as expected: interface concentration slowly rises with the
increase of particles in the last Pb-Li node (this value acts as the concentration
for the first BASE node);

• gas losses from the chamber act as expected: lower for the Wet Model than for the
Dry Model, since fluxes through the BASE are severely reduced.

Resulting behavior indicates model to be consistent.
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E X P E R I M E N T S F O R D RY M O D E L VA L I D AT I O N :
P R E S S U R E - D E C AY M E A S U R E M E N T S O F D E U T E R I U M G A S I N A
S T E E L C H A M B E R

The quasi-2D model was designed to provide pressure-decay simulations in MNVST’s
Upper Chamber. The Dry Model provided simulations for the Upper Chamber with
a diatomic gas inside, but no Pb-Li. Validation of these calculations were performed
using measurements in the real Upper Chamber.

The Upper Chamber sensors used in these measurements are shown in Figure 4.1.
Extraction experiments were planned to use temperature- and pressure-sensors in
the interior of the chamber (p, Tps, Tg1 – Tg4). For this project, additional temperature-
sensors were installed on the external metal surfaces of the Upper Chamber parts
(TL, TW , TB). All sensors were used to derive the following code inputs: average gas
temperature, initial gas pressure and LID and BASE temperatures. Preliminary TW
measurements on an evacuated chamber supported the linear temperature profile
assumption between TL and TB.

The pressure-sensor (p, magenta) was not directly connected to the Upper Chamber
to ensure the sensor’s temperature would not exceed its technical limitations. Instead,
it was connected to a thin, long metallic pipe through an Upper Chamber fitting.
This way the pressure sensor was maintained below technical limits. Because of this,

Figure 4.1: MNVST’s Upper Chamber sensors. Sensors are classified by color: external
temperature-sensors (fuschia) were used to measure the steel temperature; in-
ternal temperature-sensors (orange) were used to measure the gas temperature; and
the pressure-sensor (magenta) was used to measure the gas pressure distant from
the inner volume, due to its technical limitation to low temperatures.

37
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pressure measurements were sensitive to laboratory temperature. A treatment for
this effect was performed on the data using the gas temperature measured by the
respective sensor (Tps, orange).

Section 4.1 introduces the proposed experimental plan, divided into two tasks: a
leak-test and the measurements for comparison with the Dry Model results. Section 4.2
describes leak-test outcomes and the data treatment used for all experiments. Sec-
tion 4.3 shows representative comparisons between treated pressure measurements
and simulation results.

4.1 experimental plan & procedures

Table 4.1 shows the experimental plan, in the order it was executed. In total, 5 exper-
iments at different heater set temperatures were performed (light blue), along a final
leakage experiment (light magenta). Preparation procedures before each experiment are
also shown (white). Experiment temperatures were chosen in a loosely homogeneous
distribution along all the available range (ambient – 450

oC). This way, temperatures
inside the relevant range for VST research (450

oC, 400
oC and 350

oC) and outside it
(200

oC and 100
oC) were covered. This aimed at increasing validation range for the

model.
Preparation procedures consisted in bake-out and thermal equilibration. Bake-out

was planned to ensure no out-gassing from the chamber during experiments, since
the Dry Model simulations start from completely de-saturated steel conditions. Thermal
equilibration was required to allow the chamber parts’ temperatures to stabilize as

Table 4.1: Experimental plan, in order of execution, with: preparation procedures (white),
validation experiments (light blue) and leakage experiment (light magenta)

Task
Period Theater p0

(h) (oC) (mbar)

Full-bake 96 400

-
Equilibrate 72 450

Experiment 8 450 753.4

Full-bake 16 450

-
Equilibrate 8 400

Experiment 16 400 703.3

Full-bake 16 450

-
Equilibrate 8 350

Experiment 64 350 654.8

Full-bake 16 450

-
Equilibrate 24 100

Experiment 72 100 407.1

Full-bake 8 450

-
Equilibrate 16 200

Experiment 8 200 502.9

Full-bake 16 450 -

Leak-test 96 450 753.4
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much as possible before experiments started, as to avoid pressure signal variation due
to thermal effects as much as possible.

Bake-out occurred during two periods: an initial full-bake and the thermal equilibra-
tion. In the full-bake period the heater temperature was set to the maximum available
option (450

oC), to increase steel Diffusivity and cleanse residual gas from the Upper
Chamber metal. In the thermal equilibration period the heater temperature was set
to the desired value for the following experiment; TL, TW and TB were registered to
confirm stabilization. During both periods the chamber was continuously evacuated
with a mechanical pump and a turbo-molecular pump.

Preliminary simulations from the Dry Model predicted pressure-decays meaningfully
larger than sensors uncertainties for periods at least several hours long. Based on this,
experiments lasted between 6 and 72 hours. These started by injecting deuterium gas
in the Upper Chamber with a time-regulated mass-flow controller for 34 s at a fixed
flow-rate (2600 SCCM 12), then closing the chamber to allow diffusion to take place.
The gas injection time was fixed to ensure the same number of mols in the chamber
between experiments.

Injection time provided an associated gas number of mols, which was used to esti-
mate the expected initial chamber pressure (p0) through the Ideal Gas Law. This was
done considering quick thermalization between the gas and steel: the gas temperature
was obtained by an average between the LID and the BASE temperatures measured
prior to the gas injection. The highest initial pressure (for the 450

oC experiment) deter-
mined the injection time as 34 s, to maintain the pressure below technical limitations
of the MNVST setup.

The leakage experiment was performed with nitrogen gas (N2), that is known to
not appreciably dissolve in steel [52]. Leakages might impact the pressure-decay due
to diffusion during experiments with deuterium, and a fixed nitrogen leak-rate could
be used to raise deuterium pressure signals, since the diatomic gas’ species is not
expected to influence leakage. This aimed at a more reliable comparison between
measurements and simulations, since the model assumed a leak-tight chamber.

4.2 leakage study : nitrogen gas loss measurements

To verify the leak-tightness of the Upper Chamber for the planned experiments, a
leak-test was proposed with nitrogen. Since no dissolution is expected for this species
in steel, any observed pressure-decay can be attributed to leakage. Figure 4.2 shows
the raw measured data (black dashed line) for the leak-test. The gradual decrease of
the signal confirms the existence of non-negligible leaks. These leaks were deemed
unavoidable after being attributed to the automatic valves leading to the Upper
Chamber, since the chamber structure had been previously confirmed leak-tight.

To determine a leak-rate from measurements, the pressure signal had to be treated
in the following ways:

• signal segmentation, to select relevant data;

• adjustment for zero-pressure signal;

• adjustment for temperature-based signal oscillation.

12 "Standard cubic centimeters per minute" molar flow unit, computed for a gas at 1.01 bar and 0
oC.
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Treated data and associated uncertainty can also be seen in Figure 4.2 (blue).
Treated data does not display the initial overshoot and stabilization fluctuation

that the raw data presents. This was done by removing measurement segment from
the gas injection period, prior to stable signal. Additionally, treated data is shown
lower because sensor’s positive zero-pressure signal was deducted from raw data.
Zero-pressure signal was defined as the mean signal from raw data segment before
gas injection started. Appendix H displays a more detailed explanation on how the
segmentation procedure was performed.

Raw data was also treated for the oscillations seen in Figure 4.2. Since the pressure-
sensor was placed in a metallic pipe outside the Upper Chamber (vide Fig. 4.1), it
experiences laboratory temperature. Pressure signal was confirmed to be sensitive to
ambient temperature, as its oscillation was synchronous to the temperature variation
measured by Tps (∆ Tps = 1.2oC). This temperature-based oscillation was removed
by assuming the pressure-sensor signal proportional to pressure-sensor temperature.
Data was transformed accordingly by selecting a fixed temperature (first registered
value during experiment).

Treated data was then used to fit a linear function (magenta). No significant increase
in accuracy was expected for more complex polynomials. The curve was interpolated
to homogeneously spaced data, so that no section would have heavier weight in
the regression procedure. The resulting slope coefficient seen in Figure 4.2 gives the
associated constant leak-rate.

Figure 4.2: N2 leak-test raw data (black), treated data with experimental uncertainty (blue) and
fitted leak-rate (magenta). Treatment consisted of 3 stages: data segmentation to ne-
glect non-stable signal, sensor’s zero-pressure signal deduction and pressure-sensor
temperature adjustment. Mean zero-pressure was determined from data before gas
injection. Temperature-based signal oscillation was removed by assuming signal
proportional to pressure-sensor temperature and transforming data accordingly, to
a chosen fixed temperature.
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4.3 diffusion through steel study : deuterium gas loss measurements

Deuterium gas measurements were treated similarly to what was presented in
Section 4.2. Additionally, the signal was rectified for the gas loss due to leakage.
To do so, the curve was raised by an equivalent pressure loss, calculated using the
the leak-rate. Appendix H displays a more detailed explanation on all treatment
procedures.

4.3.1 Comparison between simulated and experimental curves

Figure 4.3 shows the treated experimental data (black) for the pressure-decay in the
Upper Chamber in two heater temperature settings (100

oC and 450
oC). Propagated

uncertainty in also shown (gray) in accompanying continuous lines to more clearly
convey range around measurements. Pressure-decay curves simulated by the Dry Model

are also shown (blue dashed line). For that, the p_decay function was run with the
following inputs:

• average dissolution-parameters for steel (vide Chap. 2);

• grids of 1000 nodes for both spacial and time domains;

• gas 13, LID and BASE temperatures registered along time;

• and, initial pressure as the first registered pressure measurement.

The 100
oC experiment lasted for a longer period (72 hours) than the 450

oC exper-
iment (7 hours). This made the 100

oC experimental data display more accentuated
oscillations, seen with a periodicity of approximately 24 hours. These oscillations were
attributed to a variation of the gas temperature inside the Upper Chamber, due to
the impact of the laboratory temperature to the Upper Chamber steel. Note that this
should not to be confused with signal oscillations from pressure-sensor temperature
variation, which effects were suppressed by data treatment.

Figure 4.3 additionally shows curves simulated with an extra model integrated
into p_decay. This model assumes total steel saturation and uses Richardson’s Law
(Eq. 1.7) to derive a permeation-only pressure-decay (red dashed line). Appendix I
shows a more detailed view on how this model was implemented.

Figure 4.4 shows the same experimental data displayed in Figure 4.3. In this
case, however, the p_decay function was run with a different set of dissolution-
parameters. As previously mentioned, simulations with literature averaged values
were not expected to match experiments because of the significant impact of the
dissolution coefficients to the evolution of the pressure-decay. Different sets were
attempted until a match was obtained.

4.3.2 Discussion on the comparison

The uncertainty range is proportionally bigger in Figure 4.3a when compared to
Figure 4.3b because the pressure-decay is smaller in the 100

oC experiment. This was

13 Gas temperature was averaged using measurements from all 4 internal temperature sensors (Tg1 – Tg4).
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(a) Base heater set at 100
oC. Experiment run for approximately 72 h, with a total pressure drop

of approximately 3 mbar.

(b) Base heater set at 450
oC. Experiment run for approximately 7 h, with a total pressure drop

of approximately 25 mbar.

Figure 4.3: Pressure-decay comparison between experiments and simulations, for Dry Model

validation. Notice that longer experimental periods incur in more data fluctuation
(black and gray). The quasi-2D model simulations (blue) took into account temper-
ature measurements of steel and gas. For comparison, simulation results from a
traditional permeation-only model using Richardson’s Law are also displayed (red).
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(a) Experiment at 100
oC. Best matches: S∞ = 1.50 mol/m3

√
Pa, D∞ = 7.17 · 10−7 m2/s, Es =

12.87 kJ/mol, Ed = 42.50 kJ/mol.

(b) Experiment at 450
oC. Best matches: S∞ = 0.42 mol/m3

√
Pa, D∞ = 9.2 · 10−7 m2/s, Es = 20.58

kJ/mol, Ed = 42.50 kJ/mol.

Figure 4.4: Best 1000-nodes match, for scan in literature ranges of dissolution-parameters.
Notice how curves simulated with optimized dissolution-parameters are in better
agreement with experiments, specially for the lower temperature case. Persistent
disagreement on the curve’s 1

st phase is attributed to choice of initial pressure input.
Optimization was obtained through a curve-matching algorithm (vide Chap. 5).
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expected due to the temperature’s impact to dissolution coefficients. The greater
uncertainty motivated a collection of more data points, as can be seen by the visible
signal noise.

The experimental curves show two distinct behaviors. The 1
st phase is a fast pressure

decrease, seen during the first 10 hours for the 100
oC experiment and during the

first 1/2 hour for the 450
oC experiment. This is followed by a slower but still ongoing

pressure decrease for the 2
nd phase, comprising of the remainder of the experimental

period. The initial pressure-decay is faster because larger fluxes into steel are expected
when it is still not saturated. Notice how the slopes of the 2

nd phase of the experimental
data match those predicted by Richardson’s Law. This confirms the expectation
that diffusion fluxes through steel slowly tend to steady-state fluxes predicted for
permeation systems.

The Dry Model is able to qualitatively predict the two-phase behavior seen in the
experimental data, even when non-optimal dissolution-parameters are used (Fig. 4.3).
The 24 h-period oscillations 14 are also properly reproduced by the model. The perme-
ation model is not capaable of doing so, and only roughly predicts the pressure-decay
rate (slopes are not exactly equal) of the second phase of the experimental data.

The faster pressure-decay rate of the 1
st phase incurs in larger losses than the

Richardson’s Law model, which implies the diffusion curve (blue) should present a
larger total pressure drop (∆ p = plast − p f irst) than the permeation curve (red). This
can be seen in the 100

oC case (Fig. 4.3a). However, the same cannot be said for the

Figure 4.5: Theoretical comparison between experimental and simulated pressure-decays.
Theoretical expectations of the pressure-decay in the Upper Chamber (black dashed
line) differ from the available measurements (black continuous line). Simulation
results (blue dashed line) can’t perfectly match measurements because the employed
initial pressure code input (pinit) differs from the real initial pressure (p0). In the
picture p.u. and t.u. respectively stand for arbitrary pressure and time units, while
ad. stands for adimensional.

14 Since the only time-dependent inputs to p_decay are the gas, LID and BASE temperatures, this further
supports these oscillations being attributed to effect the Upper Chamber steel has to the gas temperature.
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450
oC case (Fig. 4.3b). The traditional permeation model shows a predicted total

pressure drop closer to the experimental result, even though the simulated behavior
just matches the 2

nd phase of the pressure-decay. This is attributed to the Dry Model

inputs for this case, since the model seems able to predict the pressure-decay for the
100

oC case and the general curve behavior for both cases.
The employed dissolution-parameters for steel are the first category of input that

might have an effect on the prediction capabilities of the Dry Model. Notice that the final
pressure is consistently overestimated by Dry Model (both in Fig. 4.3a and Fig. 4.3b).
This is attributed to the selected dissolution-parameters averaged from literature,
as expected, since they do not properly characterize the Upper Chamber steel. This
discrepancy is exacerbated in higher temperature experiments, since they lead to
increased gas losses; the difference between simulated and experimental total pressure
drops is bigger for the 100

oC case (∆ p ≈ 3 mbar) than for the 450
oC case (∆ p ≈

25 mbar).
To address this discrepancy, an extended study was conducted to determine better

dissolution-parameters for the Upper Chamber steel. Figure 4.4 shows curves simu-
lated using optimized dissolution-parameters found inside the ranges determined by
literature. Since there were 4 parameters, the resulting parameter-space is large and a
dedicated algorithm had to be developed to determine the optimal match. This will
be presented in Chapter 5.

Notice how the optimal dissolution-parameter set provides simulated curves that
are a better match to experiments, but that still present a discrepancy in the 1

st phase,
specially for the 450

oC case. This was attributed to the employed initial pressure, as
shown in Figure 4.5. The finite gas injection rate leads to a gradual increase in the
number of mols in the chamber. This gas starts adsorbing and diffusing through steel
as soon as it enters. This differs from model construction, that assumes diffusion starts
only after all the gas has been injected in the chamber. The non-negligible injection
time (∆tin f low > 0) means that the real initial pressure (p0) can never be measured. This
theoretical pressure is inexorably larger than the first registered pressure measurement,
used as initial pressure for the simulation (pinit).

This technical limitation leads to discrepancies between the experimental and
simulated curves, specially in the 1

st phase of the pressure-decay (Fig. 4.3b). Attempts
were made at substituting the first measurement as initial pressure code input by:
(a) the expected initial chamber pressure computed in the experimental plan (vide
Tab. 4.1); or (b) a re-calculated initial pressure based on the measured total number of
mols injected in the chamber. However, results from such strategies were not deemed
reliable. A summary of this work can be found in Appendix J.

When analyzing the capabilities of the quasi-two-dimensional model, the simulated
pressure-decay curves correctly predict the general behavior displayed by the exper-
imental data. Since the discrepancies with measurements can be attributed to code
inputs rather than model assumptions, the Dry Model was considered validated.
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A N A P P L I C AT I O N O F T H E D RY M O D E L : D E T E R M I N AT I O N O F
D I S S O L U T I O N - PA R A M E T E R S F O R S T E E L B Y C U RV E - M AT C H I N G
S I M U L AT I O N S A N D E X P E R I M E N T S

Chapter 4 showed that the general behavior of pressure-decay curves are well
predicted by the Dry Model. However, the dissolution-parameters selected to run the
code are a possible source of discrepancy between simulations and experiments:
averages from different values found in literature might not properly characterize the
Upper Chamber steel. Section 5.1 introduces a strategy to compute optimal dissolution-
parameters estimates using experimental measurements of pressure-decay. Section 5.2
shows the results of the developed procedure.

5.1 a curve-matching code based on the p_decay function

Optimized dissolution-parameters (D∞, S∞, Ed and Es) can be determined by pro-
ducing a large number of pressure-decay curves in succession and trying to match
them with experimental results. Figure 5.1 shows a simplified flowchart of the devel-
oped algorithm, implemented into an additional code. Different curves are computed
by the p_decay function (vide Fig. 3.1). Each run uses a different set of dissolution-
parameters. These sets are defined by parameter ranges (maximum and minimum

Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the curve-matching code. Block-shapes follow flowchart standards:
data blocks (yellow) provide code inputs, process blocks (green) carry out indicated
instructions, decision blocks (red) select following action and the subroutine block
(blue) indicate calls of the p_decay function (vide Fig. 3.1). Process blocks of
iteration cycle sequentially compute each dissolution-parameter set (light green).

47
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values) and a number of steps; both inputs to the code. The total number of sets is a
combination of all values for each of the 4 dissolution-parameters, which determine
the total number of pressure-decay curves in this "scan" (Niterations = (Nsteps)4 ).

Best matching curves are determined by an average deviation calculation. Deviation
was defined as the mean absolute difference between the simulated curve and points
interpolated from the experimental data. In each iteration this deviation is computed
and compared to the last stored value. If smaller, this indicates the current dissolution-
parameters set better represents the Upper Chamber steel, and it substitutes the stored
set. Otherwise, it is discarded. The last stored set at the end of the iterative process is
the one that produces the lowest deviation.

This systematical scan process compares two curves determined by a collection of
data points. This means the simulated pressure-decay curves aren’t represented by any
general function. Since curve-fitting algorithms are generally defined for mathematical
expressions, the "curve-fitting" terminology should be avoided. The developed strategy
is thus referred to as a curve-matching algorithm. Its complete script can be found in
Appendix K.

5.2 curve-matching estimates for the diffusivity and sieverts’ con-
stant coefficients

The Dry Model curve-matching code was run for each case (100
oC, 200

oC, 350
oC,

400
oC, 450

oC) with dissolution-parameter ranges delimited by the maxima and minima
found in literature, as seen in Table 5.1. Each case ran 10 steps per range (104 iterations).

Table 5.1: Deuterium dissolution-parameters for steel, extreme values found in literature

Extreme

Dissolution-parameters

D∞ S∞ Ed Es

(m2/s) (mol/m3 · 1/
√

Pa) (kJ/K·mol) (kJ/K·mol)

min 5.77E-09 2.82E-01 42.50 6.70

max 9.20E-07 1.50E+00 66.10 20.58

5.2.1 Optimized dissolution-parameters simulation results

Figures 4.4a and 4.4b showed the curves simulated with optimized dissolution-
parameters for cases 100

oC and 450
oC (vide Chap. 4). Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the

remaining cases. Optimal parameters are displayed in each figure caption.

5.2.2 Discussion on the optimized dissolution-parameters

Best matching simulated curves fall inside experimental uncertainty region for the
majority of their length. The code was able to match general curve behavior and
total pressure drop, including for the non-trivial case of considerable pressure gain
(200

oC case). Such gain is attributed to synchronous Upper Chamber temperature
increase during experiment. The capability of the Dry Model to simulate unexpected
curve behavior further supports its validity.
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Figure 5.2: Best 1000-nodes curve-match for experiment at 200
oC, for scan in literature ranges

of dissolution-parameters. Agreement with experiment happens even for unex-
pected pressure increase, attributed to temperature increase of the Upper Chamber.
Best matches: S∞ = 0.82 mol/m3

√
Pa, D∞ = 8.18 · 10−7 m2/s, Es = 12.87 kJ/mol,

Ed = 42.50 kJ/mol.

Best matching dissolution-parameters show that: S∞ decreases non-monotonically
with experimental temperature; D∞ and Es fluctuate within scan range; and Ed
consistently remains the same value. Dissolution-parameters define the temperature
dependence of Diffusivity and Sieverts’ Constant, therefore they should not vary
for different cases. Estimates’ decrease or fluctuation suggests that the proposed
strategy does not have enough accuracy to provide more precise values than those
already found in literature. Since the Diffusivity’s activation energy was consistently
computed as the range’s lower bound (Ed = 42.5 kJ/mol), it is concluded that this
dissolution-parameter for the Upper Chamber’s steel is lower than literature average.

Curve-matching seems more effective for experiments at lower temperatures (e.g.
compare Fig. 4.4a and Fig. 4.4b). However, as previously discussed, lower temperatures
lead to reduced gas losses. Smaller pressure decreases lead to smaller discrepancies
between simulated and experimental curves. Thus, the deviation calculated by the
curve-matching code varies little between dissolution-parameter sets in low tem-
perature cases: within uncertainty, many sets can be considered the best. Therefore
dissolution-parameters estimation is less reliable for lower temperature cases (100

oC,
200

oC).
Curve-matching is more effective for longer experiments. Due to the choice of

first pressure measurement as initial pressure for code input, the 1
st phase of the

pressure-decay is inevitably inconsistent with measurements (vide Fig. 4.5). Deviation
calculation is affected by this discrepancy, since the weight of this part of the curve
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(a) Experiment at 350
oC. Best matches: S∞ = 0.55 mol/m3

√
Pa, D∞ = 8.18 · 10−7 m2/s, Es =

17.50 kJ/mol, Ed = 42.50 kJ/mol.

(b) Experiment at 400
oC. Best matches: S∞ = 0.42 mol/m3

√
Pa, D∞ = 5.14 · 10−7 m2/s, Es =

15.95 kJ/mol, Ed = 42.50 kJ/mol.

Figure 5.3: Best 1000-nodes match, for scan in literature ranges of dissolution-parameters. Esti-
mates from the curve-matching algorithm are most reliable for higher temperature
and longer experiments, such as cases at 350

oC and 400
oC.
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forces the 2
nd part to overshoot for compensation (e.g. compare Fig. 5.3b and Fig. 4.4b).

A larger number of data points in the 2
nd phase (e.g. Fig. 5.3a) reduces the weight

of the 1
st phase in deviation calculation, so estimation is more reliable for longer

experiment cases (100
oC, 350

oC, 400
oC).

The proposed strategy can be extended with the aim of increasing estimate precision,
if first estimates are consistent. The curve-matching code can be run with dissolution-
parameter ranges that are either: (a) narrowed, if an estimate falls within range; or, (b)
expanded, if an estimate is one of the extremes. An example for this procedure can be
found in Appendix L.
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S U M M A RY & D I S C U S S I O N S : P O T E N T I A L B E N E F I T S O F T H E
C U RV E - M AT C H I N G C O D E A N D T H E W E T M O D E L T O F U S I O N
R E S E A R C H

In the context of Tritium Extraction System research for Fusion, the coefficients
that govern the dissolution process for hydrogen isotopes in Pb-Li (Diffusivity and
Sieverts’ Constant) are yet to be precisely defined. One possible cause for disagreeing
measurements is the gas loss occurring through containers during experiments. This
project was proposed to estimate deuterium losses through structural steel, particularly
for MNVST setup’s Upper Chamber, developed in TLK for VST research (KIT). This aimed
at determining the amount of gas dissolved in liquid Pb-Li during the dissolution-step,
since it is a required value to estimate the setup’s extraction efficiency. The proposed
strategy consisted of two stages: a first one of modelling and comparison of results
with experiments without Pb-Li, and a second one in which the model was applied to
perform estimates and predictions of experiments using Pb-Li.

During the first stage the dissolution process occurring in the Upper Chamber
was modelled. For that, Fick’s Laws were mainly considered. Sieverts’ Law was
incorporated into the model by defining Boundary Conditions for the diffusion model.
Several assumptions were made (vide Appendix B), the most notable of these reducing
the model’s dimensionality to quasi-2D with the objective of reducing computational
cost. The full model was implemented in MATLAB R© using Finite Differences schemes. A
dual option was introduced in the code: running the Dry Model simulated the pressure-
decay for the Upper Chamber without Pb-Li; running the Wet Model simulated the
Upper Chamber with Pb-Li.

Experiments were performed in the MNVST to measure pressure-decay curves in
the real Upper Chamber. This aimed at comparing them with curves simulated by
the Dry Model. Obtained experimental data was treated before analysis, for example by
deducting pressure decrease due to leakage, inferred from a nitrogen experiment’s
leak-rate. Comparison suggest that the modelling strategy was validated due to similar
curve behavior, in spite of some discrepancy between the treated data and simulation
results. Discrepancy points to dissolution-parameters used as code inputs not properly
characterizing the Upper Chamber’s steel. To tackle this issue, an additional code was
developed to sequentially simulate pressure-decay curves with different dissolution-
parameters and find the optimal set.

The chapter aims at discussing the model and its results more in depth. Sec-
tion 6.1 compares optimized dissolution-parameters with literature values. Section 6.2
performs some predictions for experiments with Pb-Li by assuming the Wet Model is
validated.

6.1 reliability of curve-matching code results

Figures 6.1a and 6.1b show a comparison between Diffusivities and Sieverts’ Con-
stants calculated with the dissolution-parameters obtained in this work (black) and

53
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(a) Sieverts’ Constant comparison. Most reliable estimates (350
oC, 400

oC) agree in tendency and
values. These values are inside literature range.

(b) Diffusivity comparison. All estimates agree in tendency. Most reliable estimates (350
oC,

400
oC) values are less spread than literature reports. These values are bigger and are outside

literature range.

Figure 6.1: Comparison between literature and estimated dissolution coefficients for deu-
terium in steel [59, 61, 64, 82]. Activation-energy effect to the Arrhenius function
is visualized by curve extension (black dotted lines). Good agreement between
estimates and literature suggests the curve-matching strategy can be applied to
other materials.
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the ones found in literature (colored). Estimated dissolution-parameters are valid for
a temperature range 15 defined by the maximum and minimum temperatures sim-
ulated for each Upper Chamber part. This can be seen by each coefficient curve’s
extension (dotted line) beyond each experimental case’s temperature (100

oC, 200
oC,

350
oC, 400

oC, 450
oC). This extension should not be considered an extrapolation, since

the displayed temperature dependency is indeed applied to the coefficients used in
Dry Model simulations.

Sieverts’ Constant and Diffusivity curves from estimated dissolution-parameters
agree in behavior and order of magnitude to those found in literature. Sieverts’
Constant curves are as scattered as reported ones, which suggests no accuracy was
gained by the proposed method. Diffusivity curves present behavior consistent for a
single Arrhenius function. This was expected since estimated Diffusivity activation
energies (Ed) were consistent through every experimental case.

However, as discussed in Chapter 5, dissolution-parameter estimates obtained
from lower temperature and shorter experiments are not reliable. Curves agreement
is considerably increased for experiments performed at higher temperatures and
for longer periods (350

oC, 400
oC). Curves defined by these cases present behavior

consistent with a single Arrhenius function, at a significantly better accuracy when
compared to literature ranges. This suggests the proposed method could be applied
to determine dissolution-parameters for steel. An estimation of the coefficients for
wider temperature ranges would require more experiments. These are suggested to
be performed for periods at least 17 hours long.

Calculation of an error margin for the estimated dissolution-parameters depends on
how much the pressure-decay curves were over or underestimated. Neglecting fittings
has led to overestimated pressure curves by the Dry Model. This overestimation was not
caused by geometrical factors such as increased surfaces and volume. A more detailed
discussion on this can be found in Appendix M. Instead, the fittings’ thinner walls
enabled significant diffusion fluxes due to steeper concentration gradients. Therefore,
measured pressure-decay curves should be lower than simulated ones. This is in
agreement with results presented in Chapter 4: simulated data was consistently higher
than experimental (vide Fig. 4.3).

Error margins due to overestimation could be obtained by gauging its impact to the
optimization algorithm. In the attempt to match simulated and experimental curves,
the code would increase gas losses. This gas loss increase is translated into inaccurate
dissolution coefficients; namely, higher infinite-temperature coefficients and lower
activation-energies, because of their impact to the Diffusivity and Sieverts’ Constant.
Higher D∞ and S∞ respectively lead to bigger diffusing rates and amounts; lower
Ed and Es imply less thermal energy is required to induce diffusion and dissolution.
In other words, pressure overestimation leads to overestimation of D∞ and S∞, but
underestimation of Ed and Es.

The optimization algorithm matched curves by estimating Diffusivities bigger than
usual values for steel (vide Fig. 6.1b). Precise error margin calculations could be used
to assess whether the estimated dissolution-parameters fall in the literature range.
However, this would require a dedicated study, which was beyond the scope of this

15 Notice that dissolution-parameters do not vary with temperature, since they define the temperature
dependency of a coefficient governed by an Arrhenius function (vide Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.2).
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project. This could perhaps be done by adding the fittings to the model and comparing
new simulations with original results.

Some additional possible sources of discrepancy were also evaluated, but disre-
garded. Discussions on those can be found in Appendix N.

6.2 predictions for mnvst experiments with pb-li using the wet model

Using the same modelling strategy employed in the Dry Model, the Wet Model configu-
ration was implemented. The following discussion uses it to predict the pressure-decay
for experiments in the Upper Chamber with Pb-Li. The simulations were used to esti-
mate gas accumulation in the liquid metal, and assess whether the curve-matching
strategy could be used to measure dissolution-parameters for Pb-Li.

Figure 6.2 shows the Wet Model can be utilized to predict the amount of gas trapped
inside each metal, valuable for TES research. The presented graph uses the same code
inputs as utilized in the simulation presented in Chapter 3. Gas accumulation in
the BASE is many orders of magnitude smaller than in other Upper Chamber parts,
which agrees with previous discussion that the Pb-Li acts as a diffusion barrier (vide
Fig. 3.5). Notice also that values calculated before 0.5 hour are computational artifacts:
concentrations below 10

-23 mol are below model theoretical limits, since they do
not have physical meaning. Thus, results are valid for minimally long dissolution-
processes, which have to be established individually for each model application.

Figure 6.2: Wet Model results for accumulation of trapped deuterium mols. Mols trapped in
Pb-Li can be calculated if literature values for dissolution-parameters are assumed,
which opens the possibility for other experimental validation techniques.
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Table 6.1: Wet simulations dissolution-parameters ranges obtained from literature’s maxima
and minima
Dissolution-parameters max min

D∞ (m2/s) 3.19E-06 Okamoto (1989) 3.21E-09 Shibuya (1987)

S∞ (mol/m3 · 1/
√

Pa) 5.40E-06 Okitsu (2012) 1.22E-09 Reiter (1991)

Ed (kJ/K·mol) 27.00 Terai (1992) 6.63 Shibuya (1987)

Es (kJ/K·mol) 54.42 Okitsu (2012) -0.93 Wu (1983)

Trapped gas estimates are highly dependent on the dissolution-parameters utilized
to characterize the Pb-Li. Traditional attempts relied on more direct applications of
Sieverts’ Law, which are not able to model the inevitable concentration profiles inherent
to transient diffusive processes. The Wet Model provides an accuracy improvement
for such estimates. Research groups with the objective of measuring dissolution-
parameters for Pb-Li could apply the Wet Model to help plan their experimental methods.
However, the discrepancy in dissolution coefficients presented in Chapter 1 imply the
code can be used to calculate possible ranges of gas mass dissolved in the Pb-Li, and
not precise quantities.

To address this discrepancy, the curve-matching technique presented in Chapter 5

could be employed to measure dissolution-parameters for Pb-Li. To exemplify this, a
preliminary study was conducted for future experiments in the MNVST with Pb-Li. Such
study resulted in an assessment of the necessary pressure-sensor sensitivity required
to meaningfully estimate the Sieverts’ Constant using a standard static absorption
methodology.

The Wet Model was run with all combinations of dissolution-parameter extremes
for Pb-Li, based on literature reports 16 (vide Appendix A for all values). Table 6.1
presents the selected maximum and minimum values for Pb-Li (2 for each parameter),
which resulted in 24 = 16 cases. Steel was characterized with dissolution-parameters
averaged from literature as in Chapter 3, so that the study would not be biased by

Table 6.2: Wet Model simulation results using maximum and minimum parameters presented
in Table 6.1: total pressure drop (∆p), ranked from biggest to smallest pressure drop,
vary less than 0.2 mbar for most dissolution-parameter combinations

Rank
∆p Dissolution-parameters set

(mbar) D∞ S∞ Ed Es

1 28.93 max max min min

2 21.88 max max max min

3 21.67 min max min min

...

7-16 21.65 (mixed)

16 For this analysis Aiello (2006) [36] and Malara (1995) [37] were neglected. The first study neglects diffusion
losses through steel, so its measurements were considered incompatible with the listed assumptions
of the quasi-2D model. The latter presents similar values, which was assumed to point at to similar
methodology.
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the influence of curve-matching results. Difference between cases was enhanced by
simulating 72 hour dissolution processes with the heater temperature set at 450

oC.
To analyze the required pressure sensitivity, results were ranked in decreasing

order of total pressure drop. Table 6.2 shows some results rounded below the second
significant digit, so variations smaller than 10−2 mbar aren’t represented. Notice
that the case of highest pressure drop (rank 1) confirms the analysis presented in
Section 6.1: gas loss is increased for larger values of D∞ and S∞ and the smaller values
of Ed and Ed.

As can be seen in Table 6.2, the difference between pressure-decay measurements
for most cases would be below 0.2 mbar 17. For comparison, experiments performed
during this project were equipped with state-of-the-art sensors for the expected
conditions, which had an accuracy of 0.48 mbar. This indicates static absorption
experiments are not able to distinguish materials with dissolution-parameters varying
inside the ranges reported in literature for Pb-Li. Since different sets of dissolution-
parameters lead to the same pressure drop, pressure-sensor accuracy is a critical factor
in obtaining precise measurements Sieverts’ Constant and Diffusivity for Pb-Li. The
same conclusion could be taken for static desorption methodology.

The model could nevertheless be applied to evaluate Diffusivity and Sieverts’
Constant results derived from dynamic methodology experiments (constant pressure,
permeation measurements). As it was seen in Chapter 4, different combinations of
dissolution coefficients lead to different pressure-decay curve shapes. Experiments
measuring Richardson’s Constant are able to derive the Sieverts’ Constant by dividing
it by the Diffusivity (or vice-versa, vide Eq. 1.8). Wrong combinations of Diffusivities and
Sieverts’ Constants can still yield the correct Richardson’s Constant, but the associated
simulated pressure-decay curve would still present different shape when compared to
measurements from static experiments. This way, the Wet Model could be utilized to
neglect certain coefficient combinations and double-check any measurement obtained
through dynamic methodologies, that might not suffer from the issue of pressure
sensitivity. A dedicated sensitivity study in this case would be required to assess the
limitations of this technique.

The Wet Model model could also be improved with other aims. The quasi-2D model
was designed for a still Pb-Li layer. This assumption is applicable for geometries in
which the liquid metal is deposited in thin sheets, so that convection is not significant.
Bigger amounts of Pb-Li can also be simulated if appropriate modifications are done.
These might include boundary layers for fluid-dynamics calculations [56] or treating
the diffusing species as molecules in a dense gas to apply a more precise diffusion
model [83].

17 In fact, most pressure drops calculated by the Wet Model presented differences below 10−6 mbar. Table
with all values can be found in Appendix O.
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A quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) model was developed to calculate the number
of mols of hydrogen isotopes gas dissolved in Pb-Li during a dissolution process. As a
strategy to address critiques to some experiments reported in literature, the model
was designed to concomitantly estimate lost gas due to dissolution into structural
steel. This simplified model was then successfully used to assess the impact of these
losses to deuterium dissolution measurements in the MNVST’s Upper Chamber, and
also accomplished an investigation on the influence of pressure-sensor accuracy to
these measurements.

The developed work with the Dry Model shows that gas losses through steel, even
when taken into account, are a relevant issue in experiments used to measure the
Diffusivity and Sieverts’ Constant dissolution coefficients. Since the time to reach
steady-state is longer than most experiments, concentration gradients induce fluxes
larger than those predicted by the traditional use of Richardson’s Law. Losses un-
derestimation results in misleading absorption/desorption estimates for the Pb-Li,
which impact coefficient measurements. The Dry Model also shows that overlooking
temperature gradients on the structural steel of experimental containers might have
a similar effect on gas losses estimates. Additionally, the Wet Model shows that Pb-Li

promotes a diffusion barrier effect on steel; this further enhances the difficulty of
estimating losses, e.g. by performing control experiments, since non-negligible fluxes
through wet and dry surfaces are considerably different.

The developed model relies on: the novel usage of Sieverts’ Law as a critical limit
to the Boundary Conditions of a diffusion process; and a new co-dependent for-
mula to calculate a Boundary Condition concentration at a metal-metal interface.
The Finite Differences code implemented with these techniques was validated, but
suggested dissolution-parameters (D∞, S∞, Es, Ed) averaged from literature do not
properly characterize the Upper Chamber’s steel. This was addressed with an orig-
inal approach: confronting simulated curves with experimental ones to estimate
dissolution-parameters. The developed curve-matching algorithm provided 5 esti-
mates for each parameter, but only 2 were considered reliable due the impact of
temperature and experimental time to the matching procedure. Reliable estimates
vary in a smaller range than those reported in literature. Values were somewhat larger,
which was associated with a pressure overestimation by the Dry Model due to neglected
losses through fittings.

The amount of gas dissolved in Pb-Li can be estimated using the Wet Model. Esti-
mates are expected to be more accurate than simple applications of Sieverts’ Law,
because they take into account concentration profiles calculated by diffusion. How-
ever, these would still be dependent on the available dissolution-parameters for Pb-Li,
which are scattered. As a way to tackle this scattering, a pressure sensitivity anal-
ysis was made with the Wet Model to verify whether the strategy used to estimate
dissolution-parameters for steel would be applicable to Pb-Li. The study suggests
experiments relying on static absorption/desorption technique are not able to pro-
vide better accuracy than that already present in literature, because of the current
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accuracy of pressure-sensor technology. This result is independent of the usage of
steel as experimental container material, since the pressure drop due to Pb-Li is practi-
cally independent of the dissolution-parameters employed to characterize the Upper
Chamber.

Specifying materials and a geometry in the quasi-2D model can be done without loss
of generality. Given that the same assumptions are observed (vide Appendix B), the
model could be extended to simulate other experiments. This possibility is specially
interesting because results from the sensitivity analysis are not applicable to dynamic
methodologies, such as permeation experiments. A dedicated study should then
be made to verify whether the curve-matching algorithm can be used to determine
dissolution-parameters for Pb-Li using this alternative experimental approach. This
opens the possibility for further work, perhaps creating a generalized version of the
code that can be easily adapted to any experimental setup.
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A
D I S S O L U T I O N - PA R A M E T E R S F O U N D A N D T R E AT E D F R O M
L I T E R AT U R E

Tables A.2 – A.3 provide all the dissolution-parameters (vide Section 1.4) found and
treated from literature for the Diffusivity and Siverts’ Constant of hydrogen isotopes
in Pb-Li and steel.

Data treatment is identified by color. Values directly extracted from literature (green)
were used to estimate dissolution-parameters by fitting an Arrhenius curve (light
orange) when any given reference did not provide the information in the format or

Table A.1: Literature values for hydrogen isotopes Sieverts’ Constant in Pb-Li [27, 36–48, 84]
Isotopes H2 D2 T2 all all

Reference
Value type

S
Pb-Li
X S∞ Es T. range

(mol/m3 · 1/
√

Pa) (mol/m3 · 1/
√

Pa) (kJ/K·mol) (K)

Protium 1.51E-09 - - - - 723 Fauvet (1988)

Deuterium 8.42E-07 - - - - 1040 Sze (1980)

Tritium 3.09E-08 - - - - 515 Wu (1982)

Constant

- 3.03E-08 - -0.93 850 - 1040 Wu (1983)

- 3.07E-08 - -0.80

750 - 1040 Wu (1984)
- - 2.65E-08 -0.80

5.54E-08 - - -0.51 573 - 723 Katsuta (1985)

Theoretical approach

4.55E-06 - - 8.15 508 - 908 Chan (1984)

7.02E-08 7.57E-08 7.91E-08 34.49 600 - 1500 * Hoch (1984)

2.43E-06 - - 28.26 600 - 1000 * Fukada (2011)

Arrhenius Curve

1.29E-09 1.24E-09 1.22E-09 0.99 508 - 700 Reiter (1991)

- 1.01E-08 - 29.58 593 - 883 Feuerstein (1991)

- - 1.27E-03 1.35 † Malara (1995)

2.37E-01 - - 12.84 623 - 903 Aiello (2006)

1.40E-08 - - 3.67

573 - 873 Edao (2011)
- 2.15E-08 - 2.59

4.23E-06 - - 53.02

573 - 873 Okitsu (2012)
- 5.40E-06 - 54.42

Averages

1.23E-07 - - 18.44

- 3.74E-08 - 24.42

- - 1.37E-08 11.56

* Indicates that the temperature range comes from direct reference. However, the theoretical
approach required experimental data from previous references, but these weren’t found.

† Indicates that no data was provided in the reference.
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Table A.2: Literature values for hydrogen isotopes Diffusivity in Pb-Li [44–47, 53–55]
Isotopes H2 D2 T2 all all

Reference
Value type

D
Pb-Li
X D∞ Ed T. range

(m2/s) (m2/s) (kJ/K·mol) (K)

Protium 1.50E-09 - - - - 723 Fauvet (1988)

Tritium

6.60E-10

*

573

Shibuya (1987)7.80E-10 4.54E-09 3.21E-09 2.62E-09 6.63 673

9.50E-10 773

4.49E-10 573

Okamoto (1989)1.14E-09 4.52E-06 3.19E-06 2.61E-06 4.18 673

4.52E-09 773

Arrhenius Curve

2.00E-08 1.41E-08 1.16E-08 11.20

473 - 703 Okitsu (2012)
6.79E-08 4.80E-08 3.92E-08 20.30

8.18E-08 5.79E-08 4.73E-08 15.80 623 - 973

Edao (2011)
8.10E-08 5.73E-08 4.68E-08 13.60 873 - 1173

4.03E-08 4.03E-08 2.33E-08 19.50 523 - 873 Reiter (1991)

4.32E-07 3.06E-07 2.50E-07 27.00 523 - 973 Terai (1992)

Averages 2.10E-07 1.54E-07 1.21E-07 17.52

units shown in each table. Diffusivity extrapolations for different isotopes (dark orange)
are also calculated through isotopic effect (vide Section 1.4).

Temperatures for each reference’s measurements prescribe the range for the asso-
ciated dissolution-parameters fitting procedure. The fitting procedure ignored data
provided for temperatures in which the Pb-Li is in solid state. If the information pro-
vided was in the form of measurements for a specific isotope at certain temperatures,
these values are shown under the coefficient column (DM

X or SM
X ).

Table A.3: Literature values for hydrogen isotopes Sieverts’ Constant in 316L steel [59, 61, 64,
82]

Isotopes H2 D2 T2 all all

Reference
Value type

S∞ Es T. range

(mol/m3 · 1/
√

Pa) (kJ/K·mol) (K)

Arrhenius Curve

9.40E-01 - - 12.47 473 - 703

Xiukui (1989)
2.82E-01 - - 8.99 623 - 973

6.65E-01 - - 12.54 873 - 1173 Kishimoto (1985)

4.64E-01 - - 20.58 523 - 873

Forcey (1988)
1.50E+00 - - 18.51 523 - 873

† - - 6.70 673 - 1073 Lee (2011)

Averages 6.57E-01 - - 13.46

† Indicates that no data was provided in the reference.
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All tables provide averaged values. Activation energies are linearly scattered, so
exponent terms were arithmetically averaged. Infinite-temperature coefficients are
logarithmically dispersed, so pre-exponential terms were geometrically averaged.

Table A.4: Literature values for hydrogen isotopes Diffusivity in 316L steel [59, 61, 64, 82]
Isotopes H2 D2 T2 all all

Reference
Value type

D∞ Ed T. range

(m2/s) (kJ/K·mol) (K)

Arrhenius Curve

4.79E-07 3.39E-07 2.77E-07 51.59 473 - 703

Xiukui (1989)
4.15E-07 2.94E-07 2.40E-07 53.71 623 - 973

1.30E-06 9.20E-07 7.51E-07 54.03 873 - 1173 Kishimoto (1985)

7.66E-08 5.42E-08 4.43E-08 42.5 523 - 873

Forcey (1988)
3.82E-07 2.70E-07 2.21E-07 45.5 523 - 873

8.15E-09 5.77E-09 4.71E-09 66.1 673 - 1073 Lee (2011)

Averages 1.99E-07 1.41E-07 1.15E-07 52.24





B
A S U M M A RY O F T H E Q UA S I - 2 D M O D E L A S S U M P T I O N S

Ass. 1 The consistent usage of Sieverts’ Law leads to low concentration values, which
allows the model to approximate chemical-activity to concentration, with the
purpose of computing the diffusion process.

Ass. 2 The gas diffusing through the modelled metals is approximated to an ideal gas,
i.e. it obeys the Ideal Gas Law.

Ass. 3 For the purposes of obtaining Boundary Conditions, the gas density in the
chamber is assumed analogous to a concentration.

Ass. 4 Sieverts’ Concentration acts as a critical limit (maximum) to the Boundary
Conditions, instead of a fixed B C.

Ass. 5 The modelled species and range of pressures perfectly follow Sievert’s Law. No
deviations are expected.

Ass. 6 Geometric simplification: Upper Chamber is an assembly of only three parts (LID,
WALL, BASE) made of 316L steel. Both the LID and the BASE are solid cylinders,
while the WALL is a hollow cylinder.

Ass. 7 The maximum height of liquid metal in the Upper Chamber is 2mm.

Ass. 8 The steel that makes up the Upper Chamber parts are devoid of micro-structural
defects that would otherwise influence any diffusion process.

Ass. 9 The inner volume created by the LID, WALL and BASE can perfectly store gases.
No leaks from welding or junctions exist (zero leakage rate).

Ass. 10 The gas dissolution process is composed of 4 distinct stages, in the following
order: (i) free-gas expansion; (ii) adsorption and dissociation; (iii) diffusion in
metals; and (iv) recombination and desorption.

Ass. 11 The modelled materials only include a diatomic gas and a liquid metal inside
the metallic Upper Chamber. No contaminants, such as oxidized metals, are
modelled.

Ass. 12 Chemical bonds that would otherwise increase the diffusing particles’ mass, and
might slow the process, do not happen.

Ass. 13 The gas’ diffusion through the metals models bulk-controlled systems only.

Ass. 14 Hydrogen isotopes Diffusivity can be extrapolated from one isotope to the other
each other, using Equation 1.6. Hydrogen isotopes Sieverts’ Constant do not
present any type of isotopic effect. This is valid for both 316L steel and Pb-Li

media.
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Ass. 15 The external surfaces of the Upper Chamber act as perfect gas sinks for the
diffusion process, as Ass. 13 guarantees the system is bulk-controlled (surface
recombination and dissociation aren’t limiting processes).

Ass. 16 The free expansion provides molecular fluxes to the metal surfaces that are
larger than the diffusion fluxes in the modelled media. This effectively maintains
Ass. 13 true.

Ass. 17 Gas dynamics evolve much faster than the diffusion process. Therefore the
gas can be always considered in equilibrium for the purpose of evaluating
thermodynamic quantities (pressure, density and so on), when using them to
define Boundary Condition for the diffusion channels.

Ass. 18 Gas losses due to fluxes through the WALL’s surface wetted by the liquid Pb-Li

are neglected.

Ass. 19 Concentration and fluxes in each one-dimensional diffusion channel are the
average values for each modelled volume or surface.

Ass. 20 No temperatures gradients exist in any direction of the LID and the BASE (homo-
geneous temperature distribution).

Ass. 21 The WALL is a metal system connecting two thermal baths (LID and BASE) along
its height. This implies a linear temperature profile in steady-state.

Ass. 22 Temperature gradients along diffusion channels are negligible, so that Diffusivity
and Sieverts’ Constant do not vary along the direction of concentration gradient.



C
A M O R E D E TA I L E D V I E W O N S U R FA C E - C O N T R O L L E D A N D
B U L K - C O N T R O L L E D S Y S T E M S

Figures 2.1a and 2.1b can be used to show how the interface concentration is
the same as Sieverts’ Concentration for both surface-controlled and bulk-controlled
systems.

Figure 2.1b shows that the net flux in bulk-controlled systems is determined by
interface and bulk concentration values, since the gas-interface particles intake doesn’t
limit the process. In this case the flux can be derived from a linearized version of
Equation 1.4. The usage of Sieverts’ Law (Eq. 1.3) leads to an expression dependent
on Sieverts’ Constant and a single bulk-controlled diffusion rate coefficient (CB):

QB
X = −CB ·

(
cX − c∗X

)
(C.1)

QB
X =

(
CB ·SM

X2

)√
pX2 − CBcX (C.2)

which can be expanded into Equation C.2, usually used in gas-metal interface studies
[63].

On the other hand, Figure 2.1a shows the net flux in surface-controlled systems.
In these cases, the net flux depends on two different terms: an adsorption flux (QS,a

X )
and a desorption flux (QS,d

X ), as shown in Equation C.3. The adsorption term is
simply a fraction of the gas molecules that arrive at the surface, i.e. can be considered
proportional to the gas pressure itself. The desorption term, however, is limited by
the squared atomic concentration at the interface, as each molecule that recombines to
desorb requires two atoms to do so [63]. Equation C.4 shows both dependencies:

QS
X = QS,a

X −QS,d
X (C.3)

QS
X = CS,a · pX2 − CS,d · (c∗X)2 (C.4)

Notice that the adsorption and desorption rate coefficients CS,a and CS,d differ in
units with each other, as they do with the diffusion rate coefficient CB from the
bulk-controlled case. All the presented coefficients dependent on both the species and
medium (as with SM

X2
), but for the sake of simplicity a specific notation for that was

avoided.
Assuming equilibrium (QB

X and QS
X equal to zero) retrieves Sieverts’ Law in both

cases (Eq. C.2 and C.4), which supports that the interface concentration is the same as
Sieverts’ Concentration, regardless of the case being modelled. Both cases model a
fixed interface concentration, which is a simplification that might not work in every
dissolution scenario. However, an important distinction should be made: in surface-
controlled systems the diffusion in the bulk is determined by interface flux, subject
to the competition between the pressure (adsorption) and the interface (desorption)
terms. This has to be evaluated with the rate coefficients, which have to be measured.
In bulk-controlled systems, on the other hand, the diffusion in the bulk is simply
governed (and limited) by the Diffusivity, since "enough" particles enter through the
interface to supply the dissolution process.
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D
A S U M M A R I Z E D D I S T I N C T I O N B E T W E E N T H E F D , F E A N D F V
N U M E R I C A L M E T H O D S

Finite Differences (F D), Finite Volumes (F V) and Finite Elements (F E) are numerical
methods employed to solve Partial Differential Equations (P D Es). All three methods
are applied by defining a "grid" and calculating a numerical solution at the grid’s
nodes. This solution is approximately equal to the real one, which most of the
times can’t be attained analytically. The F D method calculates the solution at each
node relying on values from adjacent ones. For that, it uses "partial differences
equations", approximated from the original P D Es (vide Chapter 3 for more details).
The F V method defines control-volumes between or around such nodes and relates
quantities of interest through the encasing surfaces. Because of that, this method is
usually associated with fluid mechanics simulations, where control-volumes are a
well-established technique. Finally, F E usually relies on subdividing the domain of
interest (i.e. the modelling space) into sub-domains. Different geometries can be used
for the definition, and these "elements" determine the shape of the ansatz functions
used in each sub-domain that describe the solution [75].

While F D and F V can be easy to implement and usually yield models that don’t
demand much computational power to run, F E relies on more complex calculations.
This is portrayed by F E’s more powerful resolution capabilities, that include the
possibility of ansatz adjustment to represent well-established analytic physical models.
Its solutions are also continuous, which provides greater versatility to the method
[76].

The F V method displays advantages when a model is fundamentally based on
physical conservation laws. Yet, approximation of these laws to higher orders, to
reduce local error, isn’t so easily obtained. This means that unless a model explicitly
relies on conservation laws to directly calculate values of interest, this type of technique
isn’t preferable [76].
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E
S O U R C E - C O D E : " AV G _ I N _ T " F U N C T I O N

Source-Code E.1: avg_in_T

1 function coeff_avg = avg_in_T(coeff_0,Ea,Temp)

% Linear Temperature profile in 1D medium.
% Average diffusivity given by:
%

6 % < D > = 1/var_T ∗ integral(T1−>T2) D(T) dT
%
% D0 [m^2/s] = infinite−temperature diffusivity
% (diffusivity factor)
% Ea [kJ/mol] = activation energy

11 % Temp [K] = medium s temperature or temperature variation
% Temp = single temperature leads to coeff calculation
% Temp(1); Temp(2) = temperature variation leads to average coeff

% Physical Constants
16 k_beta = 1.38064852e−23; % Boltzmann cte [J / K]

N_avog = 6.022140857e23; % Avogadro cte [1 / mol]
R_gas = N_avog ∗ k_beta; % Gas constant [J / K∗mol]

coeff = @(T) coeff_0 .∗ exp(− Ea./R_gas ∗ 1e3./T); % [m^2/s]
21

if length(Temp) == 1

coeff_avg = coeff(Temp);
return

26

elseif length(Temp) == 2

T1 = min(Temp);
T2 = max(Temp);

31

coeff_avg = 1/(T2 − T1) ∗ ...
integral(coeff,T1,T2);

return

36 else
% Check if BC has the right amount of information:
disp( Too many, or not enough, Temperature data! )
coeff_avg = NaN;
return

41 end

end
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Source-Code F.1: ver_mod

function uu = ver_mod(n,arg,uu_old,ByC)
2

% VERTICAL CENTRAL DIFFERENCES +
% BACKWARDS EULER
% Solution (single timestep) for
%

7 % d/dt (uu) = D ∗ (d/dx)^2 (uu)
%
% n = degree of the linear equations system
% arg = diffusion problem argument ( dx^2/(dt∗D) )
% uu_old = last time step

12 % ByC = 0−th order boundary conditions (vector)
% BC(1) = uu(1)
% BC(2) = uu(end)

% Check if BC has the right amount of information:
17 if length(ByC) 6= 2

disp( Too many, or not enough, Boundary Conditions! )
uu = NaN;
return

end
22

if n == 0
uu = NaN;
return

end
27

% Construct matrix A:
DIA_arg = −(2 + arg) ∗ sparse(1:n,1:n,ones(1,n),n,n);
DIA_p = sparse(2:n−1, 3:n, ones(1,n−2), n,n);
DIA_n = sparse(2:n−1, 1:n−2, ones(1,n−2), n,n);

32

A = DIA_arg + DIA_p + DIA_n;
A(1,1) = 1;
A(end,end) = 1;

37 % Construct vector b:
b = − arg ∗ uu_old;
b(1) = ByC(1);
b(end) = ByC(2);

42 % solve one timestep (A∗u = b −> u = b\A):
uu = A \ b;
%uu = uu ;

end
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Source-Code F.2: rad_mod

function uu = rad_mod(n,arg,rad_arg,uu_old,ByC)

% RADIAL CENTRAL DIFFERENCES +
4 % BACKWARDS EULER

% Solution (single timestep) for
%
% d/dt (uu) = D ∗ (d/dx)^2 (uu)
%

9 % n = degree of the linear equations system
% arg = diffusion problem argument ( dx^2/(dt∗D) )
% rad_arg = radial mesh argument ( r_0/dx )
% uu_old = last time step
% ByC = 0−th order boundary conditions (vector)

14 % BC(1) = uu(1)
% BC(2) = uu(end)

% Check if BC has the right amount of information:
if length(ByC) 6= 2

19 disp( Too many, or not enough, Boundary Conditions! )
uu = NaN;
return

end

24 if n == 0
uu = NaN;
return

end

29 % Construct matrix A:
DIA_arg = −(2 + arg) ∗ sparse(1:n,1:n,ones(1,n),n,n);
DIA_p = 1 + 1 ./ (2 ∗ (rad_arg+(2:n−1)) );
DIA_n = 1 − 1 ./ (2 ∗ (rad_arg+(2:n−1)) );

34 DIA_p = sparse(2:n−1, 3:n, DIA_p, n,n);
DIA_n = sparse(2:n−1, 1:n−2, DIA_n, n,n);

A = DIA_arg + DIA_p + DIA_n;
A(1,1) = 1;

39 A(end,end) = 1;

%A = diag(DIA_arg,0) + diag([0 DIA_p],1)+ diag(DIA_n,−1);

% Construct vector b:
44 b = − arg ∗ uu_old;

b(1) = ByC(1);
b(end) = ByC(2);

% solve one timestep (A∗u = b −> u = b\A):
49 uu = A \ b;

%uu = uu ;

end
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Source-Code G.1: p_decay

function [Q2D,FLUX,BB] = p_decay(transp,expm,param,mesh,permeation_switch
)

3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% p_decay
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% This function provides two different calculations for the pressure
% decrease in a cylindrical metallic chamber filled with a diatomic gas.
%
% (to be detailed)

8 %

13

%% Upload physical constants and transformations

physics;

18 %% Model Pre−allocation
% Pre−allocate and order structures

% Atomic Diffusion−Flux Surface−Densities
% (flux in edges: in (1), out (2))

23 FLUX.DIFF.qq_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]
FLUX.DIFF.qq_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]
FLUX.DIFF.qq_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]
FLUX.DIFF.qq_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]

28 % Molecular Permeation−Flux Surface−Densities
% (flux in edges: in (1), out (2))
FLUX.PERM.qq_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]
FLUX.PERM.qq_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]
FLUX.PERM.qq_wet = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]

33

% Atomic Diffusion−Fluxes
% (inner surface)
FLUX.DIFF.QQi_L = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.DIFF.QQi_W = 0; % [mol/s]

38 FLUX.DIFF.QQi_B = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.DIFF.QQi_l = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.DIFF.QQi_TOTAL = 0; % [mol/s]

% Atomic Diffusion−Fluxes
43 % (outer surface)

FLUX.DIFF.QQo_L = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.DIFF.QQo_W = 0; % [mol/s]

85
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FLUX.DIFF.QQo_B = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.DIFF.QQo_l = 0; % [mol/s]

48

% Atomic Permeation−Fluxes
% (inner surface)
FLUX.PERM.QQi_L = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.PERM.QQi_W = 0; % [mol/s]

53 FLUX.PERM.QQi_B = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.PERM.QQi_l = 0; % [mol/s]
FLUX.DIFF.QQi_TOTAL = 0; % [mol/s]

% Number of mols of trapped Deuterium
58 FLUX.DIFF.trap_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol]

FLUX.DIFF.trap_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol]
FLUX.DIFF.trap_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol]
FLUX.DIFF.trap_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol]

63

68 % Average Diffusivities
BB.Diff_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [m^2/s]
BB.Diff_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [m^2/s]
BB.Diff_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [m^2/s]
BB.Diff_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [m^2/s]

73

% Average Solubilities
BB.Solb_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3 ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)]
BB.Solb_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3 ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)]
BB.Solb_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3 ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)]

78 BB.Solb_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3 ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)]

% Average Permeabilities
BB.Perm_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/(m∗s) ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)

]
BB.Perm_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/(m∗s) ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)

]
83 BB.Perm_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/(m∗s) ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)

]
BB.Perm_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/(m∗s) ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)

]

% Average Equivalent Permeabilities
% (for joint membrane: Pb−Li + BASE)

88 BB.Perm_wet = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/(m∗s) ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)
]

% Boundary Conditions
% (cc in edges: in (1), out (2))
BB.ByC_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/m^3]

93 BB.ByC_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/m^3]
BB.ByC_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/m^3]
BB.ByC_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,2); % [mol/m^3]

% Bulk Conditions (max_cc, given by Sieverts )
98 BB.BkC_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3]
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BB.BkC_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3]
BB.BkC_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3]
BB.BkC_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3]

103

% Coordinates for extrapolated last−point assymptote
108 Q2D.t_extp = [0,0]; % [s]

% Temperatures to be used in the models
Q2D.T_L = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [K]
Q2D.T_W = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [K]

113 Q2D.T_B = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [K]

Q2D.T_g = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [K]
Q2D.T_l = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [K]

118 % Concentration profile column in which we are working
Q2D.DIFF.counter = 0;

% Plot index multiple and plot counter
Q2D.DIFF.plot_multp = 0;

123 Q2D.DIFF.plot_count = 0;

% Time and index of each plotted concentration profile
Q2D.DIFF.plot_ind = zeros(mesh.n_plot,1);
Q2D.DIFF.plot_TIME = zeros(mesh.n_plot,1);

128

% Gas density in Upper Chamber
Q2D.DIFF.den = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3]
Q2D.PERM.den = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mol/m^3]

133 % Gas pressure inside Upper Chamber
Q2D.DIFF.p = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [Pa]
Q2D.PERM.p = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [Pa]

Q2D.DIFF.p_mb = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mbar]
138 Q2D.PERM.p_mb = zeros(mesh.n_TIME,1); % [mbar]

% Extrapolated last−point assymptote
Q2D.DIFF.p_extp = [0,0]; % [mbar]
Q2D.PERM.p_extp = [0,0]; % [mbar]

143

% Slope for extrapolated last−point assymptote
Q2D.DIFF.a = 0; % [mbar/s]
Q2D.PERM.a = 0; % [mbar/s]

148 % Offset for extrapolated last−point assymptote
Q2D.DIFF.b = 0; % [mbar]
Q2D.PERM.b = 0; % [mbar]

% Concentration vectors:
153 Q2D.DIFF.cc_L = zeros(mesh.n_LID, mesh.n_plot); % [mol/m^3]

Q2D.DIFF.cc_W = zeros(mesh.n_WALL,mesh.n_plot); % [mol/m^3]
Q2D.DIFF.cc_B = zeros(mesh.n_BASE,mesh.n_plot); % [mol/m^3]
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if (mesh.n_PBLI == 0) % [mol/m^3]
158 Q2D.DIFF.cc_l = zeros(1,mesh.n_plot);

else
Q2D.DIFF.cc_l = zeros(mesh.n_PBLI,mesh.n_plot);

end

163

%% Model Preparation

168 % Temperatures interpolation (T(t)), with extrapolation

Q2D.T_L = interp1(expm.t_T,expm.T_L ,mesh.TIME, pchip );
Q2D.T_W = interp1(expm.t_T,expm.T_W ,mesh.TIME, pchip );
Q2D.T_B = interp1(expm.t_T,expm.T_B ,mesh.TIME, pchip );

173

Q2D.T_g = interp1(expm.t_T,expm.T_g ,mesh.TIME, pchip );
Q2D.T_l = interp1(expm.t_T,expm.T_l ,mesh.TIME, pchip );

Q2D.T_L = Q2D.T_L ;
178 Q2D.T_B = Q2D.T_B ;

Q2D.T_g = Q2D.T_g ;
Q2D.T_l = Q2D.T_l ;

183 % Diffusivity / Solubility / Permeability
for i = 1 : mesh.n_TIME

% Diffusivities
BB.Diff_L(i) = avg_in_T(transp.D0_steel,

...
188 transp.Ed_steel,

...
Q2D.T_L(i) );

BB.Diff_W(i) = avg_in_T(transp.D0_steel,
...

transp.Ed_steel,
...

[Q2D.T_L(i); Q2D.T_B(i)]);
193 BB.Diff_B(i) = avg_in_T(transp.D0_steel,

...
transp.Ed_steel,

...
Q2D.T_B(i) );

BB.Diff_l(i) = avg_in_T(transp.D0_pbli,
...

transp.Ed_pbli,
...

198 Q2D.T_l(i) );

% Solubilities
BB.Solb_L(i) = avg_in_T(transp.S0_steel,

...
transp.Es_steel,

...
203 Q2D.T_L(i) );
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BB.Solb_W(i) = avg_in_T(transp.S0_steel,
...

transp.Es_steel,
...

[Q2D.T_L(i); Q2D.T_B(i)]);
BB.Solb_B(i) = avg_in_T(transp.S0_steel,

...
208 transp.Es_steel,

...
Q2D.T_B(i) );

BB.Solb_l(i) = avg_in_T(transp.S0_pbli,
...

transp.Es_pbli,
...

Q2D.T_l(i) );
213

% Permeabilities
BB.Perm_L(i) = avg_in_T(transp.P0_steel,

...
transp.Ep_steel,

...
Q2D.T_L(i) );

218 BB.Perm_W(i) = avg_in_T(transp.P0_steel,
...

transp.Ep_steel,
...

[Q2D.T_L(i); Q2D.T_B(i)]);
BB.Perm_B(i) = avg_in_T(transp.P0_steel,

...
transp.Ep_steel,

...
223 Q2D.T_B(i) );

BB.Perm_l(i) = avg_in_T(transp.P0_pbli,
...

transp.Ep_pbli,
...

Q2D.T_l(i) );

228 % Equivalent Permeability of wet surface (Pb−Li + BASE)
% (if Pb−Li height is null (H_l = 0), the Perm_wet becomes Perm_B)
BB.Perm_wet(i) = (

...
param.H_l/(param.H_l + param.H_B) .∗

...
1./(BB.Perm_l(i))

...
233 +

...
param.H_B/(param.H_l + param.H_B) .∗

...
1./(BB.Perm_B(i))

...
).^(−1);

238 end
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243

% Diffusion model arguments [ ]
Q2D.DIFF.arg_L = mesh.dl^2 ./ (mesh.dt .∗ BB.Diff_L);
Q2D.DIFF.arg_W = mesh.dl^2 ./ (mesh.dt .∗ BB.Diff_W);
Q2D.DIFF.arg_B = mesh.dl^2 ./ (mesh.dt .∗ BB.Diff_B);

248 Q2D.DIFF.arg_l = mesh.dl^2 ./ (mesh.dt .∗ BB.Diff_l);

% Radial mesh model argument [ ]
Q2D.DIFF.arg_rad = param.Ri_W / mesh.dl;

253 % Initial gas pressure in Upper Chamber [Pa]
Q2D.DIFF.p(1) = expm.p_0;
Q2D.PERM.p(1) = expm.p_0;

% Pressure outside Upper Chamber [Pa]
258 Q2D.PERM.p_out = 0;

% Initial gas density in Upper Chamber [mol/m^3]
Q2D.DIFF.den(1) = phys.c_to_mol(...

phys.c_from_p(...
263 expm.p_0,expm.T_g(1) ...

));

% Time points for extrapolation of assymptotic behavior
Q2D.t_extp = [mesh.TIME(1), mesh.TIME(end)];

268

% Loop counter / plot_multp = exact division => save plot data
Q2D.DIFF.plot_multp = floor(mesh.n_TIME / mesh.n_plot);
Q2D.DIFF.plot_count = 1;

273

% Initial Boundary Conditions
278 BB.sink_conc = 0; % Perfect Sink: atoms vanish!

BB.surf_conc = 2 ∗ Q2D.DIFF.den(1); % Dissociation: ATOM concentration
!

% Sieverts Bulk Condition
%{

283 The wet surface boundary condition is given by a relation between
Sieverts Laws:

cc_siev_steel(1) = (Solb_steel/Solb_pbli) ∗ cc_siev_pbli(end)
%}

288 BB.BkC_L(1) = BB.Solb_L(1) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(1))^(1/2); % LID limit
BB.BkC_W(1) = BB.Solb_W(1) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(1))^(1/2); % WALL limit
BB.BkC_l(1) = BB.Solb_l(1) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(1))^(1/2); % Pb−Li limit

if mesh.n_PBLI == 0 % BASE limit
293 BB.BkC_B(i) = BB.Solb_B(1) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(1))^(1/2);

else
BB.BkC_B(i) = ( BB.Solb_B(1)/ BB.Solb_l(1) ) .∗ ...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_L(end,Q2D.DIFF.plot_count);
end

298
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% INTERFACES are subject to Sieverts Law [Viola 1991].
%{

The calculation of NET interface fluxes is always modeled as if the
concentration there is given by two parameters: a dissociation flux

303 and a recombination flux. The recombination flux is proportional to
the concentration of atoms in the liquid. The dissociation flux is
given by the Sieverts concentration (sqrt(p)/S), which indicates
that the amount of atoms in the interface is the maximum allowed by
Sieverts Law.

308 This way I don t have to model the maximum concentration in all the
bulk sequentially, which would require me to compute it with
FORWARD EULER (which would decrease the model s stability).
This is possible because the concentration in the bulk will never
go above the edges concentration (which give the problem s

313 Boundary Conditions).
%}
BB.ByC_L(1,1) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_L(1)]);
BB.ByC_L(1,2) = BB.sink_conc;

318 BB.ByC_W(1,1) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_W(1)]);
BB.ByC_W(1,2) = BB.sink_conc;

BB.ByC_B(1,1) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_l(1)]);
BB.ByC_B(1,2) = BB.sink_conc;

323

%% Run the Diffusion Model

for i = 2 : mesh.n_TIME
328

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% KEEP PROFILE INFORMATION?
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if rem(i,Q2D.DIFF.plot_multp) == 0 % Write new cc
column

333 Q2D.DIFF.plot_count = Q2D.DIFF.plot_count + 1;

% Use previous cc column
Q2D.DIFF.counter = Q2D.DIFF.plot_count − 1;

338 % Save time for plot which will be made
Q2D.DIFF.plot_TIME...

(Q2D.DIFF.counter) = mesh.TIME(i);

% Display current iteration information
343 %fprintf( Iteration: %d\n ,i−1);

%fprintf( Plot info number: %d\n , Q2D.DIFF.counter);
else % Re−write cc

column

% Use same cc column
348 Q2D.DIFF.counter = Q2D.DIFF.plot_count;

% Save counter for plot which will be made
Q2D.DIFF.plot_ind(Q2D.DIFF.counter) = i;

end
353
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ATOMIC FLUXES ON BOUNDARIES
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Atomic Flux Surface−Densities [mol/s ∗ 1/m^2]
FLUX.DIFF.qq_L(i,1) = − BB.Diff_L(i) .∗

...
358 (Q2D.DIFF.cc_L(2,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −

...
Q2D.DIFF.cc_L(1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /

...
mesh.dl;

FLUX.DIFF.qq_L(i,2) = − BB.Diff_L(i) .∗
...

(Q2D.DIFF.cc_L(end,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −
...

363 Q2D.DIFF.cc_L(end−1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /
...

mesh.dl;

FLUX.DIFF.qq_W(i,1) = − BB.Diff_W(i) .∗
...

(Q2D.DIFF.cc_W(2,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −
...

368 Q2D.DIFF.cc_W(1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /
...

mesh.dl;
FLUX.DIFF.qq_W(i,2) = − BB.Diff_W(i) .∗

...
(Q2D.DIFF.cc_W(end,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −

...
Q2D.DIFF.cc_W(end−1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /

...
373 mesh.dl;

FLUX.DIFF.qq_B(i,1) = − BB.Diff_B(i) .∗
...

(Q2D.DIFF.cc_B(2,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −
...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_B(1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /
...

378 mesh.dl;
FLUX.DIFF.qq_B(i,2) = − BB.Diff_B(i) .∗

...
(Q2D.DIFF.cc_B(end,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −

...
Q2D.DIFF.cc_B(end−1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /

...
mesh.dl;

383

if mesh.n_PBLI == 0

FLUX.DIFF.qq_l(i,1) = 0;
FLUX.DIFF.qq_l(i,2) = 0;

388 else

FLUX.DIFF.qq_l(i,1) = − BB.Diff_l(i) .∗
...
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(Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(2,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −
...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /
...

393 mesh.dl;
FLUX.DIFF.qq_l(i,2) = − BB.Diff_l(i) .∗

...
(Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(end,Q2D.DIFF.counter) −

...
Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(end−1,Q2D.DIFF.counter)) /

...
mesh.dl;

398 end

% Total passing Atomic Fluxes [mol/s]
%{

403 In here the Upper Chamber corners are ignored. It wouldn t make much
sense to use the increased area of the outer surface and assume that
the atomic fluxes there are the same as in the inner surface. This
induces a small error.

%}
408 FLUX.DIFF.QQi_L = FLUX.DIFF.qq_L(i,1) ∗ param.A_L; % into LID

FLUX.DIFF.QQo_L = FLUX.DIFF.qq_L(i,2) ∗ param.A_L; % out of LID

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_W = FLUX.DIFF.qq_W(i,1) ∗ param.A_W; % into WALL
FLUX.DIFF.QQo_W = FLUX.DIFF.qq_W(i,2) ∗ param.A_W; % out of WALL

413

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_B = FLUX.DIFF.qq_B(i,1) ∗ param.A_B; % into BASE
FLUX.DIFF.QQo_B = FLUX.DIFF.qq_B(i,2) ∗ param.A_B; % out of BASE

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_l = FLUX.DIFF.qq_l(i,1) ∗ param.A_l; % into Pb−Li
418 FLUX.DIFF.QQo_l = FLUX.DIFF.qq_l(i,2) ∗ param.A_l; % out of Pb−

Li

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% INTO−STEEL PRESSURE DECAY METHOD
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

423 %
% Total MOLECULE fluxes that escape the Upper Chamber [mol/

s]
if mesh.n_PBLI == 0

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_TOTAL = (
...

428 FLUX.DIFF.QQi_L +
...

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_W +
...

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_B
...

) / 2;
else

433

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_TOTAL = (
...
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FLUX.DIFF.QQi_L +
...

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_W +
...

FLUX.DIFF.QQi_l
...

438 ) / 2;
end

% New Gas Density (into−steel method) [mol/m^3]
Q2D.DIFF.den(i) = Q2D.DIFF.den(i−1) −

...
443 (FLUX.DIFF.QQi_TOTAL ∗ mesh.dt)/param.Vi;

% Constant Gas Density
%GAS.den(i) = GAS.den(i−1);

448 % New Boundary Conditions
BB.sink_conc = 0; % Perfect Sink: atoms vanish!
BB.surf_conc = 2 ∗ Q2D.DIFF.den(i); % Dissociation: ATOM

concentration!

% New gas pressure (into−steel method) [
Pa]

453 Q2D.DIFF.p(i) = phys.p_from_c(...
phys.c_to_part(...

Q2D.DIFF.den(i)),Q2D.T_g(i));
%}

458

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% AMOUNT OF TRAPPED DEUTERIUM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

463 %{
Average trapped ATOMIC concentration

avg_cc = integral(cc)dx / x−length

Trapped number of ATOMIC mols
468 trap_atom = avg_cc ∗ volume

Trapped number of MOLECULAR mols
trap_mol = trap_atom / 2

%}
473

% LID
FLUX.DIFF.trap_L(i) = trapz(mesh.LID,

...
Q2D.DIFF.cc_L(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter))

...
/2 .∗

...
478 (param.V_L/ param.H_L);

% WALL
FLUX.DIFF.trap_W(i) = trapz(mesh.WALL,

...
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Q2D.DIFF.cc_W(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter))
...

/2 .∗
...

483 (param.V_W/ param.W);
% BASE
FLUX.DIFF.trap_B(i) = trapz(mesh.BASE,

...
Q2D.DIFF.cc_B(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter))

...
/2 .∗

...
488 (param.V_B/ param.H_B);

% Pb−Li
if (mesh.n_PBLI == 0)

FLUX.DIFF.trap_l(i) = 0;
493 else

FLUX.DIFF.trap_l(i) = trapz(mesh.PBLI,
...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter))
...

/2 .∗
...

498 (param.V_l/ param.H_l);
end

503

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR NEW TIME STEP
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Sieverts Bulk Condition
BB.BkC_L(i) = BB.Solb_L(i) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(i))^(1/2); % New LID limit

508 BB.BkC_W(i) = BB.Solb_W(i) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(i))^(1/2); % New WALL
limit

BB.BkC_l(i) = BB.Solb_l(i) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(i))^(1/2); % New Pb−Li
limit

if (mesh.n_PBLI == 0) % New BASE
limit

513 BB.BkC_B(i) = BB.Solb_B(i) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.p(i))^(1/2);
else

BB.BkC_B(i) = ( BB.Solb_B(i)/ BB.Solb_l(i)) ∗
...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(end,Q2D.DIFF.counter);
518 end

% Update Boundary Conditions:
BB.ByC_L(i,1) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_L(i)]);

523 BB.ByC_L(i,2) = BB.sink_conc;

BB.ByC_W(i,1) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_W(i)]);
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BB.ByC_W(i,2) = BB.sink_conc;

528

if (mesh.n_PBLI == 0)

BB.ByC_B(i,1) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_B(i)]);
533 BB.ByC_B(i,2) = BB.sink_conc;

BB.ByC_l(i,2) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_l(i)]);
BB.ByC_l(i,2) = NaN;

else
538

BB.ByC_B(i,1) = min([Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(end,Q2D.DIFF.counter),
...

BB.BkC_B(i)]);
BB.ByC_B(i,2) = BB.sink_conc;

543 BB.ByC_l(i,1) = min([BB.surf_conc, BB.BkC_l(i)]);

%{
Assuming ANISOTRPY (Diff changes from Pb−Li to Steel), we compute
the new boundary condition for Pb−Li by applying the diffusion

548 equation in its BACKWARD EULER form.
STABLE

%}
BB.ByC_l(i,2) = Q2D.DIFF.cc_B(1,Q2D.DIFF.counter) .∗

...
( (3/4) +

...
553 (1/4) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.arg_l(i)/

...
Q2D.DIFF.arg_B(i) )

...
) /

...
( 2+Q2D.DIFF.arg_l(i) )

...
+

...
558 Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(end,Q2D.DIFF.counter) .∗

...
Q2D.DIFF.arg_l(i) /

...
( 2+Q2D.DIFF.arg_l(i) )

...
+

...
Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(end−1,Q2D.DIFF.counter) .∗

...
563 ( (5/4) −

...
(1/4) ∗ (Q2D.DIFF.arg_l(i)/

...
Q2D.DIFF.arg_B(i) )

...
) /

...
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( 2+Q2D.DIFF.arg_l(i) )
...

568 ;
%}

end

573

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SOLVE SLE S NEW TIME STEP
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

578 % SLE = System of Linear Equations

% (Does the calling order affect the result?)

% Solve LID−SLE:
583 Q2D.DIFF.cc_L...

(:,Q2D.DIFF.plot_count) = ver_mod(mesh.n_LID,
...

Q2D.DIFF.arg_L(i),
...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_L(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter),
...

BB.ByC_L(i,:));
588

% Solve WALL−SLE:
Q2D.DIFF.cc_W...

(:,Q2D.DIFF.plot_count) = rad_mod(mesh.n_WALL,
...

Q2D.DIFF.arg_W(i),
...

593 Q2D.DIFF.arg_rad,
...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_W(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter),
...

BB.ByC_W(i,:));

% Solve PBLI−SLE:
598 Q2D.DIFF.cc_l...

(:,Q2D.DIFF.plot_count) = ver_mod(mesh.n_PBLI,
...

Q2D.DIFF.arg_l(i),
...

Q2D.DIFF.cc_l(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter),
...

BB.ByC_l(i,:));
603

% Solve BASE−SLE:
Q2D.DIFF.cc_B...

(:,Q2D.DIFF.plot_count) = ver_mod(mesh.n_BASE,
...

Q2D.DIFF.arg_B(i),
...

608 Q2D.DIFF.cc_B(:,Q2D.DIFF.counter),
...

BB.ByC_B(i,:));
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end

613 % Steady−State (using last boundary conditions available)
Q2D.DIFF.ss_L = @(x) BB.ByC_L(end,1) .∗

...
(1 − x./param.H_L);

Q2D.DIFF.ss_W = @(r) BB.ByC_W(end,1) .∗
...

618 (log(r./param.Ro_W) ./
...

log(param.Ri_W/param.Ro_W));

Q2D.DIFF.ss_B = @(x) BB.ByC_B(end,1) .∗
...

(1 − x./param.H_B);
623

Q2D.DIFF.ss_l = @(x) BB.ByC_l(end,1) .∗
...

(1 − x/param.H_l)
...

+
...

BB.ByC_l(end,2) .∗
...

628 (x/param.H_l);

% Extrapolate last point assymptotic behavior
Q2D.DIFF.p_mb = phys.p_to_mbar( Q2D.DIFF.p );

633 [Q2D.DIFF.a,...
Q2D.DIFF.b] = lin_extp([mesh.TIME(end−1), mesh.TIME(end) ],

...
[Q2D.DIFF.p_mb(end−1), Q2D.DIFF.p_mb(end)]);

Q2D.DIFF.p_extp = [Q2D.DIFF.a ∗ Q2D.t_extp(1) + Q2D.DIFF.b,
...

638 Q2D.DIFF.a ∗ Q2D.t_extp(2) + Q2D.DIFF.b];

%% Run the Permeation Model
643

if (permeation_switch == 1)

for i = 1 : mesh.n_TIME−1

648 % Steady−State Permeation Fluxes [mol/
s]

FLUX.PERM.QQi_L = (param.A_L ./ param.H_L) .∗
...

BB.Perm_L(i) .∗
...

(
...

sqrt(Q2D.PERM.p(i)) −
...
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653 sqrt(Q2D.PERM.p_out)
...

);
FLUX.PERM.QQi_W = (param.A_W ./ param.W) .∗

...
BB.Perm_W(i) .∗

...
(

...
658 sqrt(Q2D.PERM.p(i)) −

...
sqrt(Q2D.PERM.p_out)

...
);

FLUX.PERM.QQi_wet = (param.A_B ./ param.H_B) .∗
...

BB.Perm_wet(i) .∗
...

663 (
...

sqrt(Q2D.PERM.p(i)) −
...

sqrt(Q2D.PERM.p_out)
...

);

668 % Total permeation flux that escapes the Upper Chamber [mol/
s]

FLUX.PERM.QQi_TOTAL = (
...

FLUX.PERM.QQi_L +
...

FLUX.PERM.QQi_W +
...

FLUX.PERM.QQi_wet
...

673 );

% Steady−State Permeation Flux Densities [mol/s ∗ 1/m
^2]

FLUX.PERM.qq_L(i,1) = FLUX.PERM.QQi_L /
...

param.A_L;
678 FLUX.PERM.qq_W(i,1) = FLUX.PERM.QQi_W /

...
param.A_W;

FLUX.PERM.qq_wet(i,1) = FLUX.PERM.QQi_wet /
...

param.A_l;

683 % Density loss [mol/m
^3]

Q2D.PERM.den(i) = phys.c_to_mol( ...
phys.c_from_p( ...
Q2D.PERM.p(i),Q2D.T_g(i)

...
)...

688 );
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Q2D.PERM.den(i) = Q2D.PERM.den(i) −
...

FLUX.PERM.QQi_TOTAL .∗
...

mesh.dt/param.Vi;
693

% Pressure Decay [
Pa]

Q2D.PERM.p(i+1) = phys.p_from_c( ...
phys.c_to_part(Q2D.PERM.den(i)) ...
,

...
698 Q2D.T_g(i)

...
);

end

703 % Extrapolate last point assymptotic behavior

Q2D.PERM.p_mb = phys.p_to_mbar( Q2D.PERM.p );

[Q2D.PERM.a,...
708 Q2D.PERM.b] = lin_extp([mesh.TIME(end−1),

...
mesh.TIME(end)]

...
,

...
[Q2D.PERM.p_mb(end−1),

...
Q2D.PERM.p_mb(end)]);

713

Q2D.PERM.p_extp = [Q2D.PERM.a ∗ Q2D.t_extp(1) + Q2D.PERM.b,
...

Q2D.PERM.a ∗ Q2D.t_extp(2) + Q2D.PERM.b];

end
718

723

end



H
A M O R E D E TA I L E D V I E W O N T H E R AW D ATA S E G M E N TAT I O N

Figure H.1 shows the raw data (black dashed line) from the experiment at 450
oC.

Data treatment required segmentation to separate distinct phases of the experiment.
Four segments were defined (continuous lines), and respective data points and uncer-
tainties were identified by color:

• black: initial segment;

• green: preparation segment;

• red: stabilization segment;

• blue: experiment segment.

Figure H.1: Experiment (450
oC) data segmentation and treatment. Complete data set (middle)

presents wide variation, so different sections are displayed in adjacent magnified
plots. Raw data (black dashed line) was divided in 4 segments: initial segment
(bottom-left) was used to determine pressure-sensor’s zero-pressure signal (bottom-
right); preparation and stabilization segments respectively correspond to
gas injection and signal stabilization (top-left); experiment segment corresponds
to data relevant for Dry Model comparison (top-right). Data treatment was similar to
the one presented in Chapter 4. Graphs’ units are all consistent.
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102 a more detailed view on the raw data segmentation

The initial segment was defined from the beginning of data acquisition until
the beginning of the gas injection period, identified by a positive signal from the
mass-flow controller. A constant fit (mean) to this data was computed to provide the
pressure-sensor’s zero-pressure signal (gold, bottom graphs).

The preparation segment was defined from the end of the initial segment
until the maximum registered overshooting signal (middle graph). This segment’s
duration was used in conjunction with the mass-flow controller signal to establish the
gas injection period and its associated experimental uncertainty.

The stabilization segment was defined from the end of the preparation

segment until the stabilization of pressure-sensor signal (selected manually, top-left
graph). Data points were were identified as stable when 3 subsequent measurements
presented lower fluctuation and did not decrease monotonically. This segment was
neglected because it was deemed unreliable for comparison with the Dry Model: it
does not represent the true pressure in the Upper Chamber because the gas is not in
equilibrium.

The experiment segment was defined from the end of the stabilization

segment until the end of the acquired data (top-right graph). This data set was treated
and utilized for comparison with the Dry Model.

Data treatment followed the same strategy presented in Chapter 4. Initially, zero-
pressure signal was deducted from the raw data, which explains why the treated
data is displayed lower. Then, the temperature-based oscillation was removed, again
assuming proportionality between the pressure-sensor signal and the pressure-sensor
temperature, as shown by Equation H.1:

p(t) ∝ Tps(t) =⇒ ptreated
(t) = p(t) ·

Tps(t0)

Tps(t)
(H.1)

with p(t) the measurement by the pressure-sensor, ptreated(t) the treated pressure and
Tps(t) the pressure-sensor temperature. The first registered temperature during from
the experiment segment was used for this transformation (Tps(t0)).

Finally, for deuterium experiments data sets, the signal was rectified for the lost
pressure due to leakage. This was done by rising the curve by the equivalent lost
pressure, as shown by Equation H.2:

ptreated
(t) = p(t)+ RL · (t− t0) (H.2)

with RL the absolute value of the leak-rate obtained from the leakage experiment (vide
Chap. 4). Data uncertainty was propagated accordingly for all treatments.



I
T H E A D D I T I O N A L P E R M E AT I O N M O D E L I N T H E " P _ D E C AY "
F U N C T I O N

The p_decay function utilizes a diffusion model to compute pressure-decay curves
that represent the gas escaping from the Upper Chamber. This is done by computing
fluxes through its inner metallic surfaces. The same can be done through Richardson’s
Law (Eq. 1.7), if the diffusion spacial domains are assumed completely saturated [59,
64].

Richardson’s Law is equivalent to the steady-state solution of a diffusion model,
described by Fick’s Laws (Eq. 1.4 and 1.5), in a metallic medium, described by Sieverts’
Law (Eq. 1.3). Fick’s steady-state surface-density diffusive flux can be derived for a
1-D cartesian geometry, as represented by Equation I.1:

QX = −DM
X ·

∆ cX

l
(I.1)

with l the thickness of a container wall acting as diffusion membrane. The variation of
concentration from the inside of the container to the outside mainly determines the
flux (∆ cX = cout

X − cin
X ). If this membrane has a surface area A and is metallic, Sieverts’

Law can be applied, as shown by Equation I.2:∫
A

QX da =
A
l
·DM

X ·SM
X2

(√
pin −

√
pout

)
(I.2)

which retrieves Richardson’s Constant for the medium’s permeability as the multipli-
cation of the Diffusivity per the Sieverts’ Constant (Eq. 1.8).

Equation I.2 can be used to derive the equivalent permeability of two coupled
metallic membranes of same surface area but different thicknesses and permeabilities.
Each membrane displays fluxes of:∫

A
Q1 da =

A
l1
·R1

(√
pin −

√
pinter f ace

)
(I.3)∫

A
Q2 da =

A
l2
·R2

(√
pinter f ace −

√
pout

)
(I.4)

with R1 and R2 representing RM
X2

for each medium. The interface partial pressure
(pinter f ace), representative of the X2 pressure between the two membranes, can be
isolated from one equation and substituted in the other. However, since permeation
systems assume steady-state, the total flux through each material has to be the same
as a flux computed for the membrane of total thickness l1 + l2 with an equivalent
permeability of Req. Equation I.5 shows the derived expression for such permeability:

1
Req =

l1
l1 + l2

· 1
R1

+
l2

l1 + l2
· 1
R2

(I.5)

Notice that permeation membranes act similarly to electrical resistors connected in
parallel.
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104 the additional permeation model in the "p_decay" function

The p_decay permeation model used the same discretized time domain used for
the diffusion model, but computed fluxes required to reduce the Upper Chamber
pressure with Equation I.2. In the case of the Wet Model, the joint membrane composed
of the Pb-Li and BASE spacial domains required the calculation of an equivalent
permeability, using Equation I.5.



J
AT T E M P T AT D E T E R M I N I N G A M O R E P R E C I S E I N I T I A L
P R E S S U R E S I M U L AT I O N I N P U T

Chapter 4 showed that employing the first registered measurement as initial pressure
code input (pinit) might be a possible source of discrepancy between the experimental
and simulated curves (vide Fig. 4.5). Two attempts were made at determining a more
precise input for the Dry Model, with one of them relying on the total number of mols
injected in the chamber. To provide comparison, all calculated values are shown in
their equivalent number of mols, transformed using the Ideal Gas Law.

Table J.1 shows, for each attempted strategy, the number of mols equivalent to the
pressure planned to substitute the initial code input. The first substitute strategy is
represented by the first number-of-mols column (n0), and the second strategy by the
last column ("Measurements"). The original strategy is shown in the middle number-
of-mols column (ninit), and uses the first registered pressure measurement from each
deuterium experiment.

The first strategy attempted to substitute the first registered pressure measurement
by the expected initial chamber pressure computed in the experimental plan (p0, vide
Tab. 4.1). The equivalent value (n0) is equal to the mass-flow controller’s injection
rate times the injection period (respectively, 2600 SCCM and 34 s). Notice that the
number of mols originally used (ninit) are similar to the theoretical estimate (n0), but
not consistently bigger or smaller. Since the expectation was for n0 to be consistently
bigger (because some gas loss should clearly distinguish p0 from pinit), there would be
no advantage in substituting the pressure input in the code by one derived from n0.

Table J.1: Amount of gas per experiment, in mols, calculated from: theoretical expectations
(n0), first registered pressure measurements (ninit), and mass-flow controller mea-
surements (with uncertainty range)

Theater n0 ninit Measurements

(oC) (mol) (mol) (mol)

450

6.553E-02

6.370E-02 5.210E-02

5.934E-02

4.494E-02

400 6.799E-02 5.699E-02

6.428E-02

4.976E-02

350 6.240E-02 *
-

-

200 6.962E-02 5.700E-02

6.429E-02

4.977E-02

100 6.621E-02 5.049E-02

5.771E-02

4.334E-02

* Indicates that the data was lost during experimental procedures.
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106 attempt at determining a more precise initial pressure simulation input

The second strategy attempted to substitute the first registered pressure measure-
ment by an estimate from a more precise calculation of the amount of gas injected in
the chamber. For that, the mass flow controller’s signal was analyzed to determine
more accurate flow rates as a function of time. This trapezoidal-shape function was
then numerically integrated 18 to obtain a total number of mols flowing to the Upper
Chamber. Since the controller is positioned at a significant distance from the entrance
of the chamber, the injected number of mols was also proportionally reduced by the
volumetric ratio of piping to chamber. Results of this treatment can be seen in the last
column of Table J.1.

The results obtained from the flow rate integration led to less number of mols
than those originally used (ninit). Since the expectation was again for higher initial
pressures, but all values are consistently smaller, there would be no advantage in
substituting the pressure input in the code by estimates derived from this second
strategy either.

18 The numerical integration of a trapezoidal function requires a more sophisticated error propagation
treatment. As a simpler approach, uncertainty was estimated by maximizing and minimizing both the
flow rate and controller time error. This led to the non-symmetrical uncertainty ranges seen in Table J.1.
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S O U R C E - C O D E : C U RV E - M AT C H I N G C O D E

Source-Code K.1: Curve-matching code

close all
clear all
clc
tic

5 comp.begin_date = datetime( now );

%% Chose Experiment

comp.name = 350 ;
10

%% Add directory s subfolders to file search

%comp.subfold = pwd;

15 comp.subfold = mfilename( fullpath );
[comp.subfold,¬,¬] = fileparts(comp.subfold);

addpath(genpath(comp.subfold));

20 %% Switches

% Run Permeation simulation as well?
SWITCH.permeation = 0; % (calculate permeation? 1 = YES)

25 % Run Parameter estimation error as well?
% (simulation−time ¬x3)
SWITCH.estm_err = 0; % (calculate error? 1 = YES)

30 %% Constants & Transformations

physics

%% Experiment parameters
35

% Liquid metal height [m]
%param.H_l = 18e−3;
param.H_l = 0;

40 % Other physical parameters
DEAD_model_param

%% Prepare Experimental Data

45 expm.name = [ DEAD_exp_ comp.name _data ];

DEAD_read_expm
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108 source-code : curve-matching code

%% Model Mesh Creation
50

% Mesh grid number of points
mesh.n_l = 500;
mesh.n_t = 500;

55 % Create mesh
DEAD_model_mesh

%% Transport parameters

60 % All values
DEAD_transp_param

% Number of scan steps
scan.n = 10;

65 scan.n_S_inf = scan.n;
scan.n_D_inf = scan.n;
scan.n_E_s = scan.n;
scan.n_E_d = scan.n;

70 scan.N = scan.n_S_inf ∗ ...
scan.n_D_inf ∗ ...
scan.n_E_s ∗ ...
scan.n_E_d;

75 % Establish scan limits [mol/m^3 ∗ 1/sqrt(Pa)] and [m^2/s] and [kJ/
mol]

%{
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Set 1

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
transp.lim.S_inf(1) = 2.82e−1;

80 transp.lim.S_inf(2) = 1.50e+0;

transp.lim.D_inf(1) = 5.77e−9;
transp.lim.D_inf(2) = 9.20e−7;

85 transp.lim.E_s(1) = 6.70;
transp.lim.E_s(2) = 20.58;

transp.lim.E_d(1) = 42.50;
transp.lim.E_d(2) = 66.10;

90 %}

%{
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Set 2

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
transp.lim.S_inf(1) = 2.82e−1;

95 transp.lim.S_inf(2) = 1.50e+0;

transp.lim.D_inf(1) = 9.20e−7;
transp.lim.D_inf(2) = 9.20e−6;

100 transp.lim.E_s(1) = 6.70;
transp.lim.E_s(2) = 20.58;
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transp.lim.E_d(1) = 42.50;
transp.lim.E_d(2) = 66.10;

105 %}

%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Set 3

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
transp.lim.S_inf(1) = 2.82e−1;

110 transp.lim.S_inf(2) = 1.50e+0;

transp.lim.D_inf(1) = 9.20e−7;
transp.lim.D_inf(2) = 9.20e−6;

115 transp.lim.E_s(1) = 20.58;
transp.lim.E_s(2) = 35.58;

transp.lim.E_d(1) = 42.50;
transp.lim.E_d(2) = 66.10;

120 %}

125

% Create scan vectors

scan.step_S_inf = (transp.lim.S_inf(2) − transp.lim.S_inf(1)) /
...

130 (scan.n_S_inf − 1);
scan.step_D_inf = (transp.lim.D_inf(2) − transp.lim.D_inf(1)) /

...
(scan.n_D_inf − 1);

scan.step_E_s = (transp.lim.E_s(2) − transp.lim.E_s(1)) /
...

(scan.n_E_s − 1);
135 scan.step_E_d = (transp.lim.E_d(2) − transp.lim.E_d(1)) /

...
(scan.n_E_d − 1);

scan.S_inf = transp.lim.S_inf(1) ...
: scan.step_S_inf : ...

140 transp.lim.S_inf(2);

scan.D_inf = transp.lim.D_inf(1) ...
: scan.step_D_inf : ...
transp.lim.D_inf(2);

145

scan.E_s = transp.lim.E_s(1) ...
: scan.step_E_s : ...
transp.lim.E_s(2);

150 scan.E_d = transp.lim.E_d(1) ...
: scan.step_E_d : ...
transp.lim.E_d(2);

155 %% Scan error



110 source-code : curve-matching code

% Store original pressure measurements
scan.original_p_0 = expm.p_0;

160 % Interpolated pressures for estimation scan and errors
scan.expm_p = zeros(5,length(mesh.TIME));

scan.expm_p(1,:) = interp1(expm.t_T,...
expm.p,...

165 mesh.TIME,...
pchip );

scan.expm_p(2,:) = interp1(expm.t_T,...
expm.p_min,...

170 mesh.TIME,...
pchip );

scan.expm_p(3,:) = interp1(expm.t_T,...
expm.p_max,...

175 mesh.TIME,...
pchip );

scan.expm_p(4,:) = interp1(expm.t_T,...
expm.p_minvar,...

180 mesh.TIME,...
pchip );

scan.expm_p(5,:) = interp1(expm.t_T,...
expm.p_maxvar,...

185 mesh.TIME,...
pchip );

% Find experiment start−time in mesh.TIME
[¬,scan.TIME_start_ind] = min(abs(mesh.TIME − expm.t_T(1)));

190

% Deviation matrix for error calculation
scan.dev = zeros(5,2);

scan.dev(:,1) = Inf; % Last calculated deviation
195 scan.dev(:,2) = Inf; % Smallest calculated deviation

200

%% Create Folder to save results

if (SWITCH.estm_err == 1)
205

comp.work_name = strcat( ERR_EXP ,comp.name, _ , ...
num2str(mesh.n_l), dl_ , ...
num2str(mesh.n_t), dt_ , ...
S ,num2str(scan.n_S_inf), _ , ...

210 D ,num2str(scan.n_D_inf), _ , ...
s ,num2str(scan.n_E_s), _ , ...
d ,num2str(scan.n_E_d));
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comp.folder = strcat(comp.subfold, /results/ ,comp.work_name, / );
215

[¬, ¬, ¬] = mkdir(comp.folder);

else

220 comp.work_name = strcat( EXP ,comp.name, _ , ...
num2str(mesh.n_l), dl_ , ...
num2str(mesh.n_t), dt_ , ...
S ,num2str(scan.n_S_inf), _ , ...
D ,num2str(scan.n_D_inf), _ , ...

225 s ,num2str(scan.n_E_s), _ , ...
d ,num2str(scan.n_E_d));

comp.folder = strcat(comp.subfold, /results/ ,comp.work_name, / );

230 [¬, ¬, ¬] = mkdir(comp.folder);

end

235

%% Open file to save scan results

comp.SCAN_file = fopen([comp.folder SCAN .txt ], wt );

240 fprintf(comp.SCAN_file,...
%6s %6s %6s %6s %10s %10s\n , ...
n_S_inf , ...
n_D_inf , ...
n_E_s , ...

245 n_E_d , ...
p_final [Pa] , ...
dev [ ] );

250 %% Run "p_decay" in a loop

% Best fit pressure decays for each error calculation
scan.err.p = zeros(5,mesh.n_TIME);

255 % Initialize individual parameter loop counters
count_E_d = 0;
count_E_s = 0;
count_D_inf = 0;
count_S_inf = 0;

260

% Initialize total loop counter
count_tot = 0;

for count_E_d = 1 : scan.n_E_d
265 transp.Ed_steel = scan.E_d(count_E_d);

for count_E_s = 1 : scan.n_E_s
transp.Es_steel = scan.E_s(count_E_s);

270 for count_D_inf = 1 : scan.n_D_inf
transp.D0_steel = scan.D_inf(count_D_inf);
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for count_S_inf = 1 : scan.n_S_inf
transp.S0_steel = scan.S_inf(count_S_inf);

275

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% NORMAL MEASUREMENTS
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[Q2D,FLUX,BB] = p_decay(transp,expm,param,mesh, ...
SWITCH.permeation);

280

p_final = Q2D.DIFF.p(end);

scan.dev(1,1) = 0;

285 % Check for deviation from simulation
% (only for points after experiment start−time)
for i = scan.TIME_start_ind : length(mesh.TIME)

scan.dev(1,1) = scan.dev(1,1) + ...
290 abs(scan.expm_p(1,i) − ...

Q2D.DIFF.p(i));
end

% Average deviation [Pa]
295 scan.dev(1,1) = scan.dev(1,1) / length(mesh.TIME);

% Average relative deviation [ ]
scan.dev(1,1) = scan.dev(1,1) / expm.p_0;

300 % if deviation is smaller, save information
if (scan.dev(1,1) < scan.dev(1,2))

scan.dev(1,2) = scan.dev(1,1);

% Best model results
305 save([comp.folder BEST .mat ], ...

Q2D , FLUX , BB );

% Best parameter indexes
310 scan.best.count_S_inf = count_S_inf;

scan.best.count_D_inf = count_D_inf;
scan.best.count_E_s = count_E_s;
scan.best.count_E_d = count_E_d;

315 % Best parameters
scan.best.S_inf = scan.S_inf(count_S_inf);
scan.best.D_inf = scan.D_inf(count_D_inf);
scan.best.E_s = scan.E_s(count_E_s);
scan.best.E_d = scan.E_d(count_E_d);

320

% Best pressure decay
scan.err.p(1,:) = Q2D.DIFF.p;

end

325 % clear "p_decay" variables
clear Q2D

...
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FLUX
...

BB

330 % Save last pressure and deviation in file

fprintf(comp.SCAN_file,...
%6d %6d %6d %6d %10e %10e\n ,

...
count_S_inf,

...
335 count_D_inf,

...
count_E_s,

...
count_E_d,

...
p_final,

...
scan.dev(1));

340

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ERROR MEASUREMENTS
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if (SWITCH.estm_err == 1)

345 %_______Lower Initial Pressure (p_min and p_minvar)
_______%
expm.p_0 = scan.expm_p(2,1);

[Q2D,¬,¬] = p_decay(transp,expm,param,mesh,
...

0);
350

scan.dev(2,1) = 0;
scan.dev(4,1) = 0;

for i = scan.TIME_start_ind : length(mesh.TIME)
355

scan.dev(2,1) = scan.dev(2,1) +
...

abs(scan.expm_p(2,i) −
...
Q2D.DIFF.p(i));

360 scan.dev(4,1) = scan.dev(4,1) +
...

abs(scan.expm_p(4,i) −
...
Q2D.DIFF.p(i));

end

365 % Average deviation [Pa]
scan.dev(2,1) = scan.dev(2,1) / length(mesh.TIME);
scan.dev(4,1) = scan.dev(2,1) / length(mesh.TIME);

% Average relative deviation [ ]
370 scan.dev(2,1) = scan.dev(1,1) / expm.p_0;
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scan.dev(4,1) = scan.dev(1,1) / expm.p_0;

if (scan.dev(2,1) < scan.dev(2,2))
scan.dev(2,2) = scan.dev(2,1);

375

scan.err.min.count_S_inf = count_S_inf;
scan.err.min.count_D_inf = count_D_inf;
scan.err.min.count_E_s = count_E_s;
scan.err.min.count_E_d = count_E_d;

380

scan.err.min.S_inf = scan.S_inf(count_S_inf)
;

scan.err.min.D_inf = scan.D_inf(count_D_inf)
;

scan.err.min.E_s = scan.E_s(count_E_s);
scan.err.min.E_d = scan.E_d(count_E_d);

385

scan.err.p(2,:) = Q2D.DIFF.p;
end

if (scan.dev(4,1) < scan.dev(4,2))
390 scan.dev(4,2) = scan.dev(4,1);

scan.err.minvar.count_S_inf = count_S_inf;
scan.err.minvar.count_D_inf = count_D_inf;
scan.err.minvar.count_E_s = count_E_s;

395 scan.err.minvar.count_E_d = count_E_d;

scan.err.minvar.S_inf = scan.S_inf(count_S_inf)
;

scan.err.minvar.D_inf = scan.D_inf(count_D_inf)
;

scan.err.minvar.E_s = scan.E_s(count_E_s);
400 scan.err.minvar.E_d = scan.E_d(count_E_d);

scan.err.p(4,:) = Q2D.DIFF.p;
end

405 % clear "p_decay" variable
clear Q2D

%_______Higher Initial Pressure (p_max and p_maxvar)
______%
expm.p_0 = scan.expm_p(3,1);

410

[Q2D,¬,¬] = p_decay(transp,expm,param,mesh,
...

0);

scan.dev(3,1) = 0;
415 scan.dev(5,1) = 0;

for i = scan.TIME_start_ind : length(mesh.TIME)

scan.dev(3,1) = scan.dev(3,1) +
...

420 abs(scan.expm_p(3,i) −
...
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Q2D.DIFF.p(i));

scan.dev(5,1) = scan.dev(5,1) +
...

abs(scan.expm_p(5,i) −
...

425 Q2D.DIFF.p(i));
end

% Average deviation [Pa]
scan.dev(3,1) = scan.dev(2,1) / length(mesh.TIME);

430 scan.dev(5,1) = scan.dev(2,1) / length(mesh.TIME);

% Average relative deviation [ ]
scan.dev(3,1) = scan.dev(1,1) / expm.p_0;
scan.dev(5,1) = scan.dev(1,1) / expm.p_0;

435

if (scan.dev(3,1) < scan.dev(3,2))
scan.dev(3,2) = scan.dev(3,1);

scan.err.max.count_S_inf = count_S_inf;
440 scan.err.max.count_D_inf = count_D_inf;

scan.err.max.count_E_s = count_E_s;
scan.err.max.count_E_d = count_E_d;

scan.err.max.S_inf = scan.S_inf(count_S_inf)
;

445 scan.err.max.D_inf = scan.D_inf(count_D_inf)
;

scan.err.max.E_s = scan.E_s(count_E_s);
scan.err.max.E_d = scan.E_d(count_E_d);

scan.err.p(3,:) = Q2D.DIFF.p;
450 end

if (scan.dev(5,1) < scan.dev(5,2))
scan.dev(5,2) = scan.dev(5,1);

455 scan.err.maxvar.count_S_inf = count_S_inf;
scan.err.maxvar.count_D_inf = count_D_inf;
scan.err.maxvar.count_E_s = count_E_s;
scan.err.maxvar.count_E_d = count_E_d;

460 scan.err.maxvar.S_inf = scan.S_inf(count_S_inf)
;

scan.err.maxvar.D_inf = scan.D_inf(count_D_inf)
;

scan.err.maxvar.E_s = scan.E_s(count_E_s);
scan.err.maxvar.E_d = scan.E_d(count_E_d);

465 scan.err.p(5,:) = Q2D.DIFF.p;
end

% clear "p_decay" variable
clear Q2D

470

% Return original initial pressure for next iteration
expm.p_0 = scan.original_p_0;
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end

475 count_tot = count_tot + 1;

end

end
480

fprintf( Iteration: %d / %d\n , ...
count_tot, ...
scan.N);

end
485

end

% Keep interpolation only AFTER experiment start−time
scan.expm_p = scan.expm_p (:,scan.TIME_start_ind : end);

490 scan.expm_p_mb = phys.p_to_mbar(scan.expm_p);

% Close file with saved scan results
fclose(comp.SCAN_file);

495 % Read and re−save best p_decay results
temp = scan.best;

scan.best = load([comp.folder BEST .mat ]);

500 scan.best.count_S_inf = temp.count_S_inf;
scan.best.count_D_inf = temp.count_D_inf;
scan.best.count_E_s = temp.count_E_s;
scan.best.count_E_d = temp.count_E_d;

505 scan.best.S_inf = temp.S_inf;
scan.best.D_inf = temp.D_inf;
scan.best.E_s = temp.E_s;
scan.best.E_d = temp.E_d;

510 temp = scan.best;

save([comp.folder BEST .mat ], ...
−struct , temp );

515 clear temp

%% Analyze Estimation Error

520 scan.err.count = zeros(5,4);
scan.err.value = zeros(5,4);

scan.err.steps = zeros(2,4);
scan.err.range = zeros(2,4);

525

if (SWITCH.estm_err == 1)

scan.err.count(1,:) = [scan.best.count_S_inf, ...
530 scan.best.count_D_inf, ...
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scan.best.count_E_s, ...
scan.best.count_E_d];

scan.err.value(1,:) = [scan.best.S_inf, ...
scan.best.D_inf, ...

535 scan.best.E_s, ...
scan.best.E_d];

scan.err.count(2,:) = [scan.err.min.count_S_inf, ...
scan.err.min.count_D_inf, ...

540 scan.err.min.count_E_s, ...
scan.err.min.count_E_d];

scan.err.value(2,:) = [scan.err.min.S_inf, ...
scan.err.min.D_inf, ...
scan.err.min.E_s, ...

545 scan.err.min.E_d];

scan.err.count(4,:) = [scan.err.minvar.count_S_inf, ...
scan.err.minvar.count_D_inf, ...
scan.err.minvar.count_E_s, ...

550 scan.err.minvar.count_E_d];
scan.err.value(4,:) = [scan.err.minvar.S_inf, ...

scan.err.minvar.D_inf, ...
scan.err.minvar.E_s, ...
scan.err.minvar.E_d];

555

scan.err.count(3,:) = [scan.err.max.count_S_inf, ...
scan.err.max.count_D_inf, ...
scan.err.max.count_E_s, ...
scan.err.max.count_E_d];

560 scan.err.value(3,:) = [scan.err.max.S_inf, ...
scan.err.max.D_inf, ...
scan.err.max.E_s, ...
scan.err.max.E_d];

565 scan.err.count(5,:) = [scan.err.maxvar.count_S_inf, ...
scan.err.maxvar.count_D_inf, ...
scan.err.maxvar.count_E_s, ...
scan.err.maxvar.count_E_d];

scan.err.value(5,:) = [scan.err.maxvar.S_inf, ...
570 scan.err.maxvar.D_inf, ...

scan.err.maxvar.E_s, ...
scan.err.maxvar.E_d];

for i = 1 : 4
575

[¬,min_ind] = min(scan.err.count(2:4,i) − ...
scan.err.count(1,i));

[¬,max_ind] = max(scan.err.count(2:4,i) − ...
scan.err.count(1,i));

580

min_ind = unique(min_ind);
max_ind = unique(max_ind);

scan.err.steps(1,i) = scan.err.count(min_ind,i);
585 scan.err.steps(2,i) = scan.err.count(max_ind,i);

scan.err.range(1,i) = scan.err.value(min_ind,i);
scan.err.range(2,i) = scan.err.value(max_ind,i);
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end
590

clear min_ind ...
max_ind

end

595 %}

%% Create LOG file

comp.time_seg = toc;
600 comp.time_min = comp.time_seg / 60;

comp.time_hr = comp.time_min / 60;
comp.time_d = comp.time_hr / 24;

comp.end_date = datetime( now );
605

DEAD_write_LOG

%% Save workspace

610 save([comp.folder comp.work_name .mat ]);
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C U RV E - M AT C H I N G S T R AT E G Y E X T E N S I O N F O R N A R R O W E D
A N D E X PA N D E D R A N G E S

The extended strategy proposed in Chapter 5 was applied a few times to all cases
(100

oC, 200
oC, 350

oC, 400
oC, 450

oC). In each application the dissolution-parameter
ranges applied for all cases were altered by:

• narrowing, if an estimate from a previous iteration fell within range;

• expansion, if an estimate from a previous iteration was one of the extremes;

to try to improve estimation accuracy. Table L.1 shows the expanded and narrowed
ranges used in the the 3

rd iteration of the scan ranges alteration. Figures L.1 – L.5 show
the results of these scans: curves simulated with optimized dissolution-parameters,
displayed in each figure caption.

Table L.1: Deuterium dissolution-parameters for steel, ranges upper and lower bounds for the
3

rd iteration of curve-matching scan

Dissolution-parameters Upper bound Lower bound

D∞ (m2/s) 9.20E-06 9.20E-07

S∞ (mol/m3 · 1/
√

Pa) 1.50 2.82E-01

Ed (kJ/K·mol) 42.50 66.10

Es (kJ/K·mol) 35.60 20.60

Results seem to improve for higher temperature cases (350
oC, 400

oC, 450
oC) and

worsen for lower temperature cases (100
oC, 200

oC). This implies the extended ranges
are not correct. However, the reliability of lower temperature estimates is still an issue,
as previously discussed (vide Chap. 5).

Additionally, the impact of the selected initial pressure as code input is still visible.
The deviation calculation again attempts to compensate the more intense decrease
from the 1

st phase of the pressure-decay curve in the 2
nd phase. This leads to an

overestimated decrease for the second part of the curve, and the dissolution-parameter
estimates are not able to completely match the curve shape (e.g. Fig. L.5). This is
another indication that results reliability heavily depend on the initial pressure code
input, and more precise estimates might require a more dedicated study to determine
pinit.

119
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Figure L.1: Best 1000-nodes curve-match for experiment at 100
oC, for extended scan ranges

of dissolution-parameters. Best matches: S∞ = 1.50 mol/m3
√

Pa, D∞ = 9.20 · 10−6

m2/s, Es = 20.58 kJ/mol, Ed = 42.50 kJ/mol.

Figure L.2: Best 1000-nodes curve-match for experiment at 200
oC, for extended scan ranges

of dissolution-parameters. Best matches: S∞ = 1.50 mol/m3
√

Pa, D∞ = 9.20 · 10−6

m2/s, Es = 20.58 kJ/mol, Ed = 42.50 kJ/mol.
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Figure L.3: Best 1000-nodes curve-match for experiment at 350
oC, for extended scan ranges

of dissolution-parameters. Best matches: S∞ = 1.36 mol/m3
√

Pa, D∞ = 7.36 · 10−6

m2/s, Es = 22.25 kJ/mol, Ed = 52.99 kJ/mol.

Figure L.4: Best 1000-nodes curve-match for experiment at 400
oC, for extended scan ranges

of dissolution-parameters. Best matches: S∞ = 1.36 mol/m3
√

Pa, D∞ = 9.20 · 10−6

m2/s, Es = 23.91 kJ/mol, Ed = 55.61 kJ/mol.
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Figure L.5: Best 1000-nodes curve-match for experiment at 450
oC, for extended scan ranges

of dissolution-parameters. Best matches: S∞ = 1.23 mol/m3
√

Pa, D∞ = 3.68 · 10−6

m2/s, Es = 30.58 kJ/mol, Ed = 45.12 kJ/mol.
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T H E I M PA C T O F F I T T I N G S T O T H E U P P E R C H A M B E R ’ S
M O D E L L E D G E O M E T RY A N D C O N S E Q U E N C E S T O T H E
S I M U L AT E D P R E S S U R E - D E C AY

Figures 1.4a and 1.4b show that the actual geometry of the Upper Chamber has
fittings that allow for connection with other equipment (such as sensors, pumps or
gas feeds). These fittings were neglected in the quasi-2D model. Table M.1 presents

Table M.1: Upper Chamber’s fitting dimensions (green), and calculated surfaces and volumes
(light orange) used in discussions

Material Varying Part Parameter ISO 2768 mK Units

316L steel

LID

Gas Feed

Inner Diameter Df 4.0 0.1 mm

Outer Height Hf 24.1 0.5 mm

Inner Area Af 6.3 0.2 102 mm2

Inner Volume Vf 6.3 0.3 102 mm3

Evac. Pump

Inner Diameter De 9.4 0.2 mm

Inner Height He 78.0 0.3 mm

Inner Area Ae 23.0 0.5 102 mm2

Inner Volume Ve 5.4 0.2 103 mm3

p Sensor

Inner Diameter Dp 4.0 0.1 mm

Outer Height Hp 24.1 0.5 mm

Inner Area Ap 6.3 0.2 102 mm2

Inner Volume Vp 6.3 0.3 102 mm3

T Sensor

Inner Diameter Dt 16.0 0.2 mm

Inner Height Ht 124.0 0.5 mm

Inner Area At 62.3 0.8 102 mm2

Inner Volume Vt 7.7 0.2 105 mm3

WALL Pb-Li Evac.

Inclination Angle aw 105.0 0.3 ◦

Outer Diameter Dw 19.0 0.2 mm

Thickness w 1.5 0.1 mm

Inner Height Hw 57.0 0.3 mm

Inner Area Aw 16.7 0.4 103 mm2

Inner Volume Vw 11.5 0.6 103 mm3

BASE

Nozzle

Inner Diameter D n 9.4 0.2 mm

Inner Height Hn 78.0 0.3 mm

Inner Area An 23.0 0.5 102 mm2

Inner Volume Vn 5.4 0.2 103 mm3

Pb-Li Feed

Inner Diameter Db 9.4 0.2 mm

Inner Height Hb 78.0 0.3 mm

Inner Area Ab 23.0 0.5 102 mm2

Inner Volume Vb 5.4 0.2 103 mm3

123
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the dimensions for all Upper Chamber fittings. Tables M.2 and M.3 provide the
recalculated surfaces and volume for the Upper Chamber, labeled as "Corrected".
Values presented in Chapter 2 are also provided for comparison, labeled as "Simple".
All values are accompanied by their respective propagated uncertainties and color
coding is consistent with the one used in Table 2.1.

To study the impact of the change in geometry to the pressure-decay calculation, ad
hoc modifications in the Dry Model were made to the values used as inner surfaces and
volume. These corrections were performed as percentual variation of each original
value, as presented in Tables M.4 and M.5. Notice that the fittings were not completely
modelled this way: only the impact of the additional surfaces and volumes to the
calculation of gas density in the chamber and total fluxes was studied. Flux densities
were assumed the same as for each Upper Chamber part for these calculations.

Table M.6 shows the final pressure and the total pressure drop computed with the
Dry Model for a pressure-decay of 72 hours and heater set at 450

oC. The model was run
in 4 configurations, each time with the corrected surfaces or volumes applied or not.

Table M.2: Upper Chamber’s additional area due to fittings, by part
U.C. Part Parameter ISO 2768 mK Units

LID AL
Simple 49.0 0.2

103 mm2

Corrected 58.5 0.3

WALL AW
Simple 74.6 0.3

Corrected 91.0 0.8

BASE AB
Simple 49.0 0.2

Corrected 53.6 0.3

Table M.3: Upper Chamber’s total additional area and volume due to fittings

Parameter ISO 2768 mK Units

Inner Surface Ai
Simple 172.8 0.8 103 mm2

Corrected 20.3 0.1 104 mm2

Inner Volume Vi
Simple 46.6 0.2

105 mm2

Corrected 54.6 0.5

Table M.4: Upper Chamber’s percentual additional area due to fittings, by part

U.C. Part Parameter Variation

LID AL 19.4% 1.2%

WALL AW 22.0% 1.6%

BASE AB 9.1% 1.1%

Table M.5: Upper Chamber’s percentual additional total area and volume due to fittings

Parameter Variation

Inner Surface Ai 17.6% 1.3%

Inner Volume Vi 17.2% 1.5%
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Table M.6: Changes to simulated quantities due to surface and volume variation in the Dry
Model

Parameter Original Dry Model Surfaces increased Volume increased Both increased

Varied

LID ∆AL - 19.4% (1.2%) - 19.4% (1.2%)

WALL ∆AW - 22.0% (1.6%) - 22.0% (1.6%)

BASE ∆AB - 9.1% (1.1%) - 9.1% (1.1%)

Upper Chamber ∆Vi - - 17.2% (1.5%) 17.2% (1.5%)

Calculated Final pressure p f 738.67134 731.96866 744.631164 738.874807

(mbar) Pressure drop ∆p 41.32866 48.03134 35.368836 41.125193

Varied parameters are indicated in the first row, while calculated ones are displayed
in the second. Results from the first column were obtained with the same model ran
for the simulations discussed in Chapter 3.

The second column of results displays a simulation with increased inner surfaces
but no change in volume. Notice that an increase in surfaces increases the pressure
drop, since the total fluxes grow proportionally to the metal area exposed to the gas. If
the Dry Model with increased surfaces is more representative of the process happening
in the real Upper Chamber, then pressure-decay rates are underestimated by the
quasi-2D model.

The third column of results displays a simulation with increased inner volume
but no change in surfaces. Notice that an increase in volume decreases the pressure
drop, since the number of lost gas mols has to be divided by the chamber volume to
provide an equivalent lost density. A bigger volume leads to lost densities smaller than
those computed by the original Dry Model. If the Dry Model with an increased volume
is more representative of the process happening in the real Upper Chamber, then
pressure-decay rates are overestimated by the quasi-2D model.

The last column of results shows that the competition between the effects of in-
creased surfaces and an increased volume cancel each other. This can be seen by
the similarity of the total pressure drops with the original Dry Model (first and last
columns). This further supports the simplification of neglecting fittings (Ass. 6).
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D I S R E G A R D E D S O U R C E S O F D I S C R E PA N C Y B E T W E E N
S I M U L AT I O N S A N D E X P E R I M E N T S

Some possible sources of discrepancy between the simulated and experimental
pressure-decay curves are hereby addressed. These can be separated into experimental
sources and modelling sources.

Three experimental sources of discrepancy are of note: the applied leak-rate, applied
data treatment and measured steel temperatures.

The leak-rate obtained in Chapter 4 was calculated from a single experimental
temperature (450

oC). Applying the same leak-rate for every experimental case (100
oC,

200
oC, 350

oC, 400
oC, 450

oC) necessarily assumes the leak is independent of pressure.
A more precise leakage rectification could be performed if the leak-rate is assumed
proportional to the pressure. This, however, would require a more detailed data
treatment, since the pressure itself decreases with time. A more simple approach
would be to perform the leak-test for different temperatures and apply each obtained
leak-rate to one experimental data set. These tasks, however, are not expected to
bring significant improvement to the experimental curves, when considering the
pressure-sensor uncertainty.

The data treatment used to suppress oscillations in the experimental curves was
required to enable compatibility of the data with the the curve-matching code. The
treatment assumed proportionality between the registered signal and the pressure-
sensor temperature. Such treatment could be improved with a calibration curve for the
pressure-sensor, obtained with a dedicated experiment. Nevertheless, data uncertainty
was properly propagated after treatment, so this task was not deemed a priority.

The temperature registered for each Upper Chamber part was obtained with
temperature-sensors in contact with the metallic surface of the LID and the BASE.
These measurements can only provide a lower bound to the temperature measure-
ments of these parts, since some form of temperature profile is expected in the metal.
This could be futurely addressed by: improving the thermocouples’ contact with the
Upper Chamber, installing additional sensors to perform a temperature profile study,
and/or by increasing the values input to the code to provide a better estimate of
the average temperature of the metal. Nevertheless, this task is not foreseen to bring
significant increase in accuracy, due to the small variation in temperature expected.

Four sources of discrepancy from modelling choices are of note: the neglected
fluxes through wet surfaces, computational artifacts from model implementation, the
temperature-average dissolution coefficients used for the WALL and the selected initial
pressure used as code input.

The choice of neglecting fluxes through wet surfaces (Ass. 18) leads the Wet Model to
omit part of the foreseen gas losses. Because of the complexity of the diffusion process
happening inside the liquid metal, vertical concentration profile close to the wet WALL

surface are not straightforward to estimate. Diffusion timescales for the Pb-Li do not
suggest that the vertical concentration profile obtained for the liquid metal can be
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assumed also close to the WALL. Therefore calculating diffusion fluxes through this
wet surface would require a dedicated study to extend the model without relying on
a full two-dimensional geometry. However, results shown in Chapter 3 suggest that
fluxes through wet surfaces are smaller than those of dry surfaces by many orders of
magnitude. Even though the thinner steel increases these fluxes, they should not be
able to compensate the diffusion barrier effect caused by Pb-Li. Therefore any task in
this ambit is not expected to significantly improve estimates.

Certain computational artifacts are apparent in the simulated results. Because of
the chosen structure of data storage and interpolation procedure, the first point of
simulated curves rises above the initial pressure (e.g., vide Fig. 4.3a). This effect did
not significantly impact results, specially when smaller time-steps were applied, but
suitable alterations to the code were planned for future work.

The strategy proposed in Chapter 3 to estimate average Diffusivity and Sieverts’
Constant for the WALL steel could be improved. A study of a vertical temperature
profile for the Upper Chamber part could be used to determine better functions to
be integrated (vide Eq. 3.5). Alternatively, the model could be extended with more
diffusion channels, each with its own dissolution coefficients. In any case, similarly to
the proposal of increased accuracy in steel temperature measurements, no significant
increase in accuracy is expected.

As introduced in Chapter 4, the finite gas injection rate means the true initial pres-
sure is never measured. The choice of using the first registered pressure measurement
as code input leads to underestimated pressures (vide Fig. 4.5). The curve-matching
code attempts to balance this underestimation by reducing gas losses, which in turn
possibly lead to underestimated D∞ and S∞ or overestimated Ed and Es. Determining
the true initial pressure to be used as code input would require a more dedicated
study, since straightforward attempts made in that respect were not successful (vide
Appendix J). A possible workaround for the curve-matching algorithm could be to
ignore the initial period of gas injection in the deviation calculation. An (unknown)
initial pressure would still be required, but perhaps curves could be properly matched
only by the behavior of the 2

th phase of the pressure-decay. In any case, the com-
parison between dissolution-parameter estimates and literature values presented in
Chapter 6 suggest that the impact of this code input was either compensated by
another effect or was not significant, since pressure curves were overestimated instead
of underestimated.



O
C O M P L E T E R E S U LT S O F T H E W E T M O D E L S E N S I T I V I T Y
A N A LY S I S

Table O.1 presents the results for all cases simulated for the Wet Model sensitivity
analysis presented in Chapter 6. To emphasize the small difference between total
pressure drops for each dissolution-parameter set, displayed values are rounded below
the sixth significant digit, so variations smaller than 10−6 mbar aren’t represented. The
ranking is ordered in decreasing format, so the biggest pressure loss in displayed as
rank 1. Dissolution-parameters can be found in Table 6.1.

Table O.1: All ranked Wet Model simulations results, in order of biggest pressure drop

Dissolution-parameters set ∆p
Rank

D∞ S∞ Ed Es (mbar)

max max 21.655286 8

max min 21.876471 2

min max 21.655796 6

max max

min min 28.930410 1

max max 21.655270 11

max min 21.656886 5

min max 21.655270 10

min max

min min 21.665756 3

max max 21.655270 13

max min 21.655320 7

min max 21.655270 12

max min

min min 21.656917 4

max max 21.655270 16

max min 21.655270 14

min max 21.655270 15

min min

min min 21.655272 9
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